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2067-2081
2082-2129
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MEDALS
2001
A Police Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal (Elizabeth II), awarded
to CONST. CECIL COLLINS, in case of
issue; a Defence and War Medal,
mounted for display; fifteen Various
Medals and Medallions, including a US
Vietnam Service Medal, The British Red
Cross Society Proficiency in Red Cross
First Aid medal, Polish and other medals
£80 - 120
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2002
Captain Donald Francis Neilson,
D.S.O. M.C., Lincolnshire Regiment a Distinguished Service Order in case of
issue, a Military Cross, the reverse
engraved CAPT.D.F.NEILSON 1 BTN
LINC REGT., in case of issue and a
Memorial Plaque in cardboard envelope
with scroll and Buckingham Palace issue
slip, two portrait photographs and
related ephemera including his Field
Message Book, twelve trench maps and
two aerial photographs, letters of
condolence to his mother, newspaper
cuttings, his typed obituary, the original
citation for the DSO, a letter from the
War Office stating that he was
mentioned in a despatch from FieldMarshal Sir Douglas Haig dated 8th
November 1918 for gallant and
distinguished service in the field, and
records of his time at Keble College,
Oxford etc.
Footnote:- Captain Neilson was killed in
action on 15th April 1918 in the battle for
Kemmel Hill, aged 25 years.
£1500 - 2500

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2003
A Second World War Naval Group of
Four Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star,
Atlantic Star, Africa Star with clasp
NORTH AFRICA 1942-43 and War
Medal, together with a uniform to Petty
Officer J H Towse, R.N., comprising a
tunic, pair of trousers, peaked cap with
detachable cover and black enamelled
tin; also, a British War Medal to
HAROLD JOHNSON, an Africa Star, an
Italy Star, two Defence Medals and a
Bar Galan souvenir acorn fob (14)
£100 - 150

2007
A Quantity of Medals and Medallions,
including Ireland Emergency Service
Medal to the Army, Air Corps and Navy,
with two bars for four years’ service,
1945 Polish Army Medal, Third Reich
Fantasy Medal, French Military
Volunteers Croix de Valeur, two cased
Aldershot Command Athletic Association
1919 sports medals awarded to
Lt.J.W.M. Paterson, Primrose League
lapel badge, Provincial Councillor
miniature breast badge etc.
£80 - 120

2004
A Queen’s South Africa Medal, with
Cape Colony, Orange Free State and
Transvaal clasps, to 3896
PTE.W.SIMPSON.1ST.DGN.GDS., and
a Service Medal of the Order of St
John, to 20109 SGT.S.COLLIER
NEWCASTLE FRIENDS DVN. 1937,
cased (2)
£80 - 120

2008
Eight Second World War Stars and
Corresponding Miniatures, comprising
Atlantic Star with clasp AIR CREW
EUROPE, Atlantic Star with clasp
FRANCE AND GERMANY, Africa Star
with clasp 1ST ARMY, Pacific Star,
Pacific Star with clasp BURMA, Burma
Star, Italy Star, France and Germany
Star - the miniature with clasp
ATLANTIC (16)
£100 - 200

2005
A Military General Service Medal
1793-1814, with seven clasps
CORUNNA, SALAMANCA, VITTORIA,
PYRENEES, NIVELLE, NIVE and
ORTHOS, awarded to W.TAYLOR
H.ARTY
£1500 - 2000
2006
A Royal Naval Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal, (Victoria, wide
suspender), awarded to Js. TAYLOR
SHIP’S CORPL. H.M.S.AUDACIOUS 21
YRS. (soldered repair to one side of
suspender claw)
£300 - 400

2009
A Second World War Group of Six
Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa
Star with clasp 8TH ARMY and
corresponding miniature, Italy Star,
Defence and War Medal, with medal
slip; seven Single Second World War
Medals, comprising two Italy Stars,
France and Germany Star, and four War
Medals (14)
£80 - 120
2010
Thirteen Single Second World War
Medals, comprising four Italy Stars and
nine War Medals, one with MID oak leaf
(13)
£60 - 80
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2011
Six British Miniature Medals,
comprising two India General Service
Medals with clasps NORTH WEST
FRONTIER 1936-37, three Air Crew
Europe Stars, one with clasp
ATLANTIC, and one with clasp FRANCE
AND GERMANY and a corresponding
full size clasp, and an Africa Star (7)
£100 - 150
2012
A Second World War Naval Group of
Five Medals and Corresponding
Miniatures, comprising 1939-45 Star,
Atlantic Star, Africa Star with clasp
NORTH AFRICA 1942-43, Burma Star
with clasp PACIFIC, and War Medal, bar
mounted, with medal slip to Mr
W.H.Parkin; a Similar Group of Five,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star,
Africa Star with clasp NORTH AFRICA
1942-43, Italy Star and War Medal, bar
mounted, with medal slip.
£150 - 200
2013
A Bryant & May Ltd. Long Service
Silver Medal, the obverse with B & M
monogram above an ark marked
SECURITY, the reverse inscribed
‘PRESENTED BY THE DIRECTORS TO
ROBERT STRATTON WHO HAS
FAITHFULLY SERVED THE COMPANY
FOR 50 YEARS’, with hallmarks for
London 1942, by the Goldsmith’s and
Silversmith’s Company, with research
material
Footnote:- Bryant & May was a British
company created in the mid-19th
century specifically to make matches.
£60 - 80
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2014
A Delhi Durbur Medal 1911, in silver,
the edge stamped 1911 NO 2384 HAV
RABEL SINGH 57 REE; a Coronation
(Police) Medal 1911, Metropolitan
Police, awarded to P.C. C.SMITH,
together with ‘The Metropolitan’ Police
Whistle by J Hudson & Co, 244 Barr
Street, Birmingham, numbered 017387;
an RAF Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal, Elizabeth II, awarded
to 750463 SGT.J.R.PARSONS. R.A.F.; a
New Zealand War Service Medal,
1939-45, un-named as issued. (5)
£100 - 150
2015
A British War Medal, awarded to
MAJOR E.T.W.MC’CAUSLAND, of the
1/3 Gurkha Rifles, together with a group
photograph showing him with officers of
the 1st Battalion 3rd Queen Alexandra’s
Own Gurkha Rifles 1909-10,
photocopies of the Supplement to the
London Gazette 9th September 1921
OBE & MID, and items of research; four
Single British War Medals:- to F.35497
C.PARKER. A.M.1, R.N.A.S. in box of
issue with a silver Naval Sports,
Cranwell medallion to him dated 1918;
50667 PTE.J.H.WORSLEY, LAN.FUS.;
LIEUT. W.G. TARR.; and
LIEUT.L.L.WILLIAMSON; a 1914-15
Star, to 21748. GNR.A.H.TARRY, R.G.A.
(7)
£100 - 200

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2016
A General Service Medal 1918-62
(George V), with clasp MALAYA,
awarded to N.51916. PTE.SPEAKING
SITIMA, K.A.R.; two General Service
Medals 1918-62 (Elizabeth II), one with
clasp MALAYA, awarded to 23110326
PTE.J.WELSH. R.A.M.C., the other with
clasp CYPRUS, to 4085704 S.A.C.
C.WHITESIDE R.A.F. (3)
£150 - 200
2017
An East and West Africa Medal, with
clasp GAMBIA 1894, awarded to
F(Francis) J(Joseph) WHITE, ORD.,
H.M.S.SATELLITE., together with
National Archives photocopied research
material including Record of Service and
Medal Roll for the Gambia Expedition
1894
£250 - 350
2018
A Punjab Medal 1849, with two clasps
GOOJERAT and MOOLTAN, awarded to
J.WARD, 1ST BN.60TH R.RIFLES,
together with National Archives
photocopies of Muster Rolls
£350 - 450
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2019
An India General Service Medal 185495, with two clasps BURMA 1885-7 and
BURMA 1887-89, awarded to Lieut.
N.S.Swanston M.S.C., together with
research material
Footnote:- Nowell Sherston Swanston
was born on 28 December 1858, and
commissioned as Ensign in the 21st
Foot on 22 January 1879. Appointed to
the Madras Establishment of the Indian
Army in September 1880, he served as
Executive Commissariat Officer during
the operations in Burma 1885-89,
around Hlinedet, Yemethin, and
Nyingyan, and was subsequently
serving with the 3rd Brigade (Medal with
2 clasps). During the operations on the
North-East Frontier, Chin-Lushai 188990, he served as Base Commissariat
Officer, Nyingyan, to the Northern and
Southern columns (despatches, G.G.O.
449 of 1890). His service during the
latter expedition did not qualify for the
Chin-Lushai clasp as he remained at
Base. He retired as a Brevet Colonel in
June 1907.
£200 - 300
2020
Two General Service Medals 1918-62,
one with two clasps KURDISTAN and
IRAQ, awarded to 13 BHISTI UTTAM
SINGH 45-SIKHS; one with one clasp
MALAYA, awarded to 21139733 RFN.
SOMBAHADUR. GURUNG 6 GR
£80 - 120
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2021
An India Medal 1895-1902, with clasp
RELIEF OF CHITRAL 1895, awarded to
1979 Gunner J.J.Ryan, No.8
Mtn.By.R.A., together with photocopied
hand written and typed transcripts from
Digest (Record) of No.8 Mountain
Battery, Royal Artillery from 15th
February 1895 to 23rd October 1899
(Initials and surname officially reengraved)
£150 - 200
2022
An India Medal, 1895-1902, Edward
VII, with clasp WAZIRISTAN 1901-2,
awarded to 230 Dvr.Sunder Singh
Murree Mtn.By.; an Indian General
Service Medal 1908-1935, with clasp
AFGHANISTAN N.W.F. 1919, awarded
to MAJ.P.M.RENNIE. I.M.S. (2)
£120 - 180
2023
An India General Service Medal 1909,
with clasp NORTH WEST FRONTIER
1908, awarded to 18976
Gunr.G.Woodhouse 18th Bty.R.F.A.,
together with photocopied research
material including hand written Digest of
Service 13th July 1905 to 12th
December 1910 and Supplement to the
London Gazette 14th February to 31st
May 1908
£80 - 120
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2025
An Afghanistan Medal 1878-1880,
awarded to Sowar Narain Singh, 15th
Bengal Cavy.
£100 - 150
2026
A Queen’s South Africa Medal, with
clasp ELANDSLAAGTE, awarded to
4890 PTE.J.RENNIE, GORDON
HIGHRS., (clasp refitted)
Footnote:- Sold with a small note stating
that Regimental records note that
Private John Rennie of Peterhead,
Aberdeenshire was badly wounded by a
gunshot to the right shoulder from an
elephant gun during the main offensive
at Elandslaagte
£250 - 350
2027
An India General Service Medal, with
clasp BURMA 1930-32, awarded to
LIEUT.E.(Edwin) R.(Ramsay)
ROWBOTHAM. R.E., with photocopied
research material including Cambridge
University Reporter (he was a student at
Christ’s College and graduated BA 19th
June 1928), a group photograph, Army
Lists, an article from the 1955 Royal
Engineers Journal - The Design and
Construction of the Humming Bird
Highway by Lieut.-Colonel
E.R.Rowbotham M.A., R.E.(Retd)
£80 - 120

2024
An India General Service Medal
1854-1895, with two clasps SAMANA
1891 and WAZIRISTAN 1894-5,
awarded to 2700 Rifleman Nain Sing
Gharti, 1st Bn.4th Gurkha Regt.
£150 - 200
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2028
A Korea Pair 1950-53 (Canadian
Issue), comprising Korea Medal
awarded to SC-7217 B.G.I. HEENAN
and United Nations Korea Medal.
Footnote:- Sold with a small note Beverly Garth Heenan was born on 20
May 1933. Living at Campbellford,
Ontario and employed as a General
Labourer, he enrolled into the Canadian
Army at Kingston on 27 June 1951. With
the Royal Canadian Infantry Corps he
served in Korea and was wounded in
action - listed as such in the Official
Casualty List No. 165 of 10 January
1953. He was honourably released from
the service as medically unfit on 30
December 1953. He was one of 409
members of the R.C.R. to be wounded
in Korea
£150 - 200
2029
A Kabul to Kandahar Star 1880,
awarded to SEPOY NADIR 2ND SIKH
INFY., with some research material.
£180 - 250
2030
An Imperial Service Medal (pre-1920
Star Type), awarded to FREDERICK
OSBORNE; a Jubilee Medal
1910-1935, un-named as issued, but
with research material stating it was
awarded to Labh Singh (retired)
Hodson’s Horse (2)
£100 - 150
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2032
A Knight Bachelor’s Badge, in silver
gilt and red enamel, hallmarks for
London 1957, in case of issue with
broad neck ribbon and miniature ribbon
£250 - 350
2033
A Group of Five Pakistan Medals,
comprising 1998 Nuclear Test Chagai
Medal, Tamgha-e-Istaqlal, A.H.1422
Escalation 2001-02 Medal, 10 Year
Service Medal, 1990 Golden Jubilee
Medal and 1997 Golden Jubilee Medal,
brooch mounted; also, eleven various
ribbon clasps/rosette and a Princess
Mary 1914 Christmas Tin, lacking
contents
£100 - 150
2034
A Blankenberge, Belgium to R.A.F.
White Metal 1944-46 Memorial
Medallion, awarded to CPL W.RENNIE,
in box of issue with related transcribed
letter; a Battle of Britain 40th
Anniversary Commemorative Plaque,
in brushed silver, lazer printed with an
East India Squadron Spitfire and
facsimile signatures of all the pilots,
hallmarks for Sheffield 1980, framed,
14.5cm by 24cm (2)
£80 - 120

2031
An India General Service Medal
1854-1895, with clasp BURMA 1887-89,
awarded to 27??? Pte. C.O’Flynn 2nd
Bn. S.Wales Bord. (naming partially
worn)
£80 - 120
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2035
A Second World War RAFVR Group
Four Medals, awarded to 174348 Flight
Lieutenant William Edward Butcher who
was a Bomb Aimer, 142 Squadron and
77 O.T.U. (Middle East), comprising
1939-45 Star, Italy Star, Defence and
War Medals, together with his Flying Log
Book for Aircrew other than Pilot with
entries from 22.11.42 to 04.03.45, a
binder file containing numerous original
documents including Record of Service,
ID Card, Officer’s Pay and Allowance
Book, RAF Flying Clothing Card, aerial
photographs he took as a Bomb Aimer,
typed biography of his career,
Operations completed etc
£100 - 150
2036
A Second World War South African
Air Force Posthumous Group of
Three Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star,
Air Crew Europe Star and War Medal,
awarded to 1322511 Flight Sergeant
Donald Faulkner Ball, 50 Squadron,
RAFVR, together with his South African
Air Force Observers or Air Gunners Log
Book with entries 7th January 1943 to
10th May 1944, after which it states
Killed in action 11th May 1944, he was
22 years of age, also photocopies of
pages from the Operations Record Book
describing his many bombing raids over
Germany from March to May 1944
£250 - 350
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2037
A First World War Mons Trio,
comprising 1914 Star with clasp 5TH
AUG.-22ND NOV.1914, awarded to
10639 PTE.T.S.STOKOE, C.GDS:, in
boxes of issue.
£150 - 200
2038
A Victorian/Edwardian Long Service
Naval Group of Three Medals,
comprising Baltic Medal 1854-55
awarded to S.HICKS, ORD.2CL. H.M.S.
PYLADES, Royal Naval Reserve Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal,
awarded to 65330 S.HICKS, SEAN.
1CL., R.N.R. (incorrect ribbon), and a
bronze medal commemorating The
Inspection of the Royal Norfolk Veteran’s
Association by H.M. King Edward VII,
25th October 1909 (3)
£150 - 200
2039
A Second World War RAF Casualty
Group of Three Medals, posthumously
awarded to 1394728 Sergeant A J Lane,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Air Crew
Europe Star and War Medal, in box of
issue with medal slip, a testimonial letter
dated 15/11/40 and photocopies of
pages of Operations Record Book and
Service Record
Footnote: Enlisted 8//08/1941. Killed in
action 22/9/1943. The No. 90 Squadron
aircraft Stirling Mk.III. crashed soon after
take off, killing all but one of the six crew
members, including Sgt. Lane.
£150 - 250
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2040
An India General Service Medal 185495, with clasp SAMANA 1891, awarded
to Ltt. C.M. Dallas S.C. and Delhi
Durbar 1911, un-named as issued,
together with photocopied research
material including London Gazette 15th
September 1891, Army lists etc
Footnote:- Charles Mowbray Dallas was
born on 30 August 1861, and entered
the Army in January 1881 as a 2nd
Lieutenant in the Northamptonshire
Regiment. He transferred to the Indian
Army in September 1882, becoming
Captain in 1892, Major in 1901, and
Lieutenant-Colonel in 1907. He served
in the 1st and 2nd Miranzai Expeditions
in 1891 (despatches GGO 632 of 1891;
medal and clasp). He was appointed
Assistant Commissioner in 1887;
Deputy Commissioner, 1897; Political
Agent Phulkiang States and
Bahawalpur, 1905; Commissioner, Delhi,
1910; Member Coronation Durbar
Committee, 1911; Commissioner
Punjab, 1911-16; Commissioner Ambala
Division, 1913-16; retired from the
service in 1916. Lieutenant-Colonel
Dallas, who was created a C.S.I. for
services at the Delhi Durbar in 1911,
died on 6 January 1936.
£300 - 500
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2041
A Pair of South Africa Campaign
Medals, comprising Queen’s South
Africa Medal with six clasps CAPE
COLONY, ELANDSLAAGTE, DEFENCE
OF LADYSMITH, ORANGE FREE
STATE, TRANSVAAL and BELFAST,
and King’s South Africa Medal with two
clasps SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and
SOUTH AFRICA 1902, awarded to 5963
PTE.W.TURNBULL, GORDON
HIGHRS:, also, an Imperial Service
Medal, to WILLIAM PAXTON
TURNBULL, together with original
Parchment Certificate of Character on
Discharge dated 31st Oct.1904, original
Parchment Reserve Certificate dated
31st Oct.1904, Gordon Highlanders “The
Small Book” of W Turnbull, No.5963,
and photocopies of Short Service
records and Medal Roll
£350 - 450
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2042
A South Africa, Great War and India
Campaign Long Service Group of
Seven Medals to Captain F.Gilbert,
late 1st Class S.S.M. Army Service
Corps, comprising Queen’s South Africa
Medal with three clasps CAPE COLONY,
WITTEBERGEN, TRANSVAAL to
10658. S.SJT. F.GILBERT. A.S.C., King’s
South Africa Medal with two clasps
SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH
AFRICA 1902, 1914-15 Star to Q.M. &
LIEUT.F.GILBERT, W.RID.R., British War
Medal and Victory Medal to Q.M. &
CAPT.F.GILBERT, India General Service
Medal 1909 with two clasps MAHSUD
1919-20 and WAZIRISTAN 1919-21 to
CAPT.F.GILBERT, S&T.C., and Army
nLong Service and Good Conduct Medal
to 10658 S.S.MJR.F.GILBERT A.S.C.,
together with National Archives
photocopied research material
£300 - 400
2043
A Late Victorian/First World War
Group of Four Medals, comprising
India Medal 1895-1902, with clasp
PUNJAB FRONTIER 1897-98, awarded
to 3480 Pte. H.Willis 3d Bn Rif:Bde,
British War Medal to 2.LIEUT.
H.A.WILLIS, and General Service Medal
1918-62 with clasp IRAQ and MID oak
leaf to LIEUT.H.A.WILLIS, with
photocopies of Short Service Attestation
dated 8th November 1894 (Service
number and regiment changed to 7697
Oxfordshire Light Infantry), Statement of
Services, Military History Sheet etc
£200 - 300
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2044
A Second World War RAF
Posthumous Group of Four Medals,
awarded to 654599 W/O W.Owens 103
Squadron, comprising 1939-45 Star, Air
Crew Europe Star, Defence and War
Medals, together with his Observer’s
and Air Gunner’s Flying Log Book, the
first entry dated 3.5.42, the last with 101
Squadron dated 29.8.44 and described
as Missing - Stettin, with a further entry
dated 30.8.44 Death Presumed, also,
photocopies of the log book and
Operations Record Book from
November 1942 to April 1943
£300 - 400
2045
A Second World War RAF Group of
Medals, comprising a 1939-45 Star, Air
Crew Europe Star, Defence and War
Medal, to P.0459 Flight Lieutenant
Stanislaw Pawlowicz, No.305 (Polish)
Squadron, together with his Observer’s
and Air Gunner’s Flying Log Book, two
notebooks, typed transcript of his diary
from September 1939 to 28th May 1937,
typed Record of Service, twenty nine
plotting maps for Operations 1 to 30
(No.27 missing) dating from 1/2 -4-1942
to 19/20-9-1942 (over Germany), with
corresponding hand written logs, eight
arial maps of Great Britain and a binder
file of photocopied documents, also a
“Douglas” Combined Protractor &
Parallel Rule and a slide rule
£400 - 600

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2046
A Second World War RAFVR Casualty
Group of Three Medals, comprising
1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star and
War Medal to 748692 Sergeant Peter
Garratt Rose, 1 Photographic Squadron
RAFVR who was killed in action 3rd May
1941, aged 25 years, together with his
Pilot’s Flying Log Book, a photocopy
from Operations Record Book for
26.4.41 to 27.4.41 and 1.5.41 to 3.5.41
£180 - 250
2047
A Second World War RAF Group of
Seven Miniature Medals, comprising
DSO with bar, DFM, 1939-45 Star, Air
Crew Europe Star, Italy Star, War Medal
and French Croix de Guerre, with a cap
eagle in a glazed display case, the
reverse set with a hand written note
stating that the recipient was No.146693
Flight Lieutenant Ronald William Powell
(Navigator) of 109 Squadron, together
with a hand written six page letter from
Mr Powell relating to his war career,
National Archives photocopies of
operations from 18.02.43 to 24.06.43
(Lancaster) and 12.04.44 to 25.04.45
(Mosquito), information of “Beam
Bombers” etc
£100 - 200
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2048
A First/Second World War Family
Group of Medals:- A ‘Civil Division
OBE Group of Eight, awarded to
Captain G.N. Beaumont, King’s
African Rifles, comprising The Most
Excellent Order of the British Empire,
2nd Type, Civil Division, Officer’s (OBE)
silver gilt breast badge, 1914-15 Star
(LIEUT.G.N.BEAUMONT), British War
Medal and Victory Medal
(CAPT.G.N.BEAUMONT), Africa Star,
Defence Medal, War Medal and
Coronation Medal 1937, with the
miniatures, pre-Second World War
medal bar, rank pips, brass shoulder
titles, cap badges, buttons, slip-on
shoulder titles and his ivory cigarette
holder carved with elephants; a Group
of Five, attributed to Lieutenant
A.J.N.A. Beaumont, African Colonial
Forces, comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa
Star, Burma Star, Defence and War
Medals; a Defence Medal, in box of
issue and medal slip dated 23rd May
1946, to Mrs. G.C. Beaumont, London
Ambulance Service; also, photocopied
research material
£300 - 500
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2049
A First World War and Inter-War
Group of Five Medals to Gerald
Charles Routh Herdon, comprising
British War Medal and Victory Medal
with MID(London Gazette 14 December
1917) (LIEUT.G.C.R.HERDON), Jubilee
Medal 1935, Coronation Medal 1937
and India General Service Medal 193639 with clasp NORTH WEST
FRONTIER 1937-39 (G.C.R.HERDON,
F.C.), together with photocopies of
London Gazette, The Gazette of India
Extraordinary January 2nd 1928 and
The Gazette of India, June 15 1940 in
which he is mentioned as being
conferred a Bar to the King’s Police
Medal (not with this group), also his
Death Certificate and photocopies of
Medal Index Card, Military History
Sheet, etc
Footnote:- Gerald Charles Routh
Herdon was born in India 30th July 1897
(British Subject), he served in the ranks
with the RFA Territorial Force,1915,
appointed 2nd Lieutenant RGA Special
Reserve 1916, Promoted Lieutenant
1918, after the war he served as
Superintendent of Police, N.W.F.
Provinces, Indian Police, he died in
Hove, England 1988
£100 - 200
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2050
A Royal Navy/Royal Air Force Trio,
comprising British War Medal and
Victory Medal to MID.H.G.BROOKMAN
R.N. and India General Service Medal
1908-1935 with clasp NORTH WEST
FRONTIER 1935 and MID oak leaf, to
F/L. H.G.BROOKMAN R.A.F., with
embroidered breast eagle, mounted in a
glazed display, together with related
letters and photocopies of Operations
Record Book 31.5.35 to 19.5.36
Footnote:- Herbert Geoffrey Brookman
was a Midshipman in the Royal Navy
from 15 September 1917 until he
transferred to the Royal Air Force in
1920 where he became a Flight
Lieutenant.
£150 - 200
2051
A Second World War Group of Four
Medals, purporting to have been
awarded to 74719 Flight Lieutenant
J.A.M.Henderson, RAF, comprising
1939-45 Star with copy clasp BATTLE
OF BRITAIN, Air Crew Europe Star with
clasp ATLANTIC, Defence and War
Medal
£180 - 250
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2052
A Distinguished Flying Cross, the
reverse privately engraved to
LIEUT.D.J.WESTON, R.A.F., in case of
issue together with a telegram of
congratulations dated July 10th 1918
from O/C 20 Squadron, a photocopy of
his log book from 30.5.17 to 1.7.18 in
which are recorded his 13 kills
accompanied by Observer Walter Noble
(9) and Observer Sgt.Deighton (4), two
framed portrait photographs of him in
RFC uniform, a photograph album
containing a large quantity of
photographs of aircraft and colleagues,
with annotations beginning at
Cricklewood 1917, maps, letters,
ephemera, two commissions, Record of
Service, a 15 carat gold and enamel
sweetheart brooch, a card display of
RFC buttons and a cap eagle, and a
book by his Observer Walter Noble
entitled ‘With a Bristol Fighter Squadron’
in which their flying time together is
described.
£2000 - 3000
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2053
Kingdom of Netherlands - The Order
of Orange-Nassau (Civil Division) 5th
Grade, in silver and enamel, in case of
issue
£100 - 150
2054
Chile - Order of the Red Cross
Commander’s Cross Neck Badge and
Breast Star, in silver gilt and enamel,
the reverse of the star with vertical
sword shape pin, and engraved
ARTHUS BERTRAND, PARIS (2)
£300 - 400
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2055
A Post-War C.B.E. Group of Five, awarded to the
Rev. D. D. L. Evans, Royal Army Chaplains’
Department, onetime Honorary Chaplain to the
Queen and Deputy Chaplain-General to the
Forces: he had earlier won a “mention” in the prewar Palestine operations, comprising the Most
Excellent Order of the British Empire C.B.E.
(Military) Commander’s Neck Badge, 2nd type, in
silver gilt and enamel, in original Garrard & Co Ltd
case with ribbon, General Service Medal 1918-62
(George VI) with clasp PALESTINE, named
REV.D.D.L.EVANS. R.A.CH.D., Defence Medal,
War Medal with MID oak leaf, and Coronation
Medal 1953, with the miniatures, a related
Honorary Chaplain to the Queen Badge, EIIR in
gilt metal and enamel, full size and miniature,
medal ribbon bars and related ephemera
Footnote:- David Douglas Lloyd Evans, who was
born in February 1905, entered the Royal Army
Chaplains’ Department as a United Board
Chaplain in July 1934. Active service followed in
Palestine 1936-39, for which he was mentioned in
despatches (London Gazette 15 September 1939),
and he was appointed a 2nd Class Chaplain to the
Forces in January 1940. Thereafter, he appears to
have served on the home establishment, although
he was serving as Senior Staff Chaplain, Middle
East Land Forces by the War’s end. Advanced to
1st Class Chaplain to the Forces in January 1953,
shortly after a posting to the British Army on the
Rhine, he served as Assistant Chaplain-General to
Far East Land Forces in the mid-1950s and was
advanced to Deputy Chaplain-General (ranking as
Brigadier), and awarded the C.B.E., shortly before
his retirement in January 1960. Evans, who had
earlier been awarded the O.B.E. (London Gazette
13 June 1946), was one-time Honorary Chaplain
to the Queen.
£1000 - 2000
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2056
Two First World War Pairs, each
comprising a British War Medal and
Victory Medal, awarded to E.STUBBS
FMN. M.F.A. and 69301.S E.STUBBS.
R.N.R.; an Efficiency Medal, with
TERRITORIAL bar, awarded to 4445844
GNR.A.CHILTON R.A.; a Belgian
Medal, dated 1928; a Second World
War Photograph Album, recording life
in Posen, a Polish prisoner of war camp,
by a soldier of the Royal
Northumberland Fusiliers, possibly
Dickinson of Thornaby
£200 - 300
2057
A Second World War Naval Group of
Five Medals, to PLX671858 Cyril Plews,
Steward, Royal Navy, comprising 193945 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star (MID),
Italy Star and War Medal, together with
his Certificate of Service, Order for
Release, two framed pennants to HMS
Whelp and HMS Indomitable, a framed
“Welcome to Guam” poster, two framed
nautical poems, a framed display of
bank notes, three framed photographs
and a small quantity of costume
jewellery.
£80 - 120
2058
A General Service Medal 1918-62,
(ERII), with clasp CANAL ZONE,
awarded to 22397754
PTE.F.T.PORTMANN ACC, in original
box of issue
£150 - 180
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2059
A First World War Commission, to 2nd
Lieutenant Archie Douglas Henderson
dated 29th March 1915, framed, with
photocopied research material
comprising White Russian Awards to
Army Officers, Supplements to London
Gazette for 15 July 1919 and 11 June
1920. He was awarded the DSO, MC
and St Vladimir for work in Russia; also,
three medal display cases, two frames
and a Victory Celebrations magazine
1919 (7)
£50 - 80
2060
A First World War “Mons” Trio,
awarded to 4534 PTE.H.JOHNSON,
IR:GDS., comprising 1914 Star with
clasp 5TH AUG.- 22ND NOV.1914,
British War Medal and Victory Medal, in
box of issue with registered post
envelope
£300 - 400
2061
A Queen’s South Africa Medal, with
three clasps TRANSVAAL, SOUTH
AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH AFRICA
1902, awarded to 5752
PTE.J.H.GILMORE, 13TH HUSSARS,
together with National Archives
photocopied research material including
Short Service Attestation, Statement of
Services, Medal Rolls and Military
History Sheet.
£100 - 150
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2062
A Voluntary Medical Service Medal,
with two service bars, awarded to Mrs
EDITH F.MORGAN,, together with her
Defence Medal in box of issue, four
British Red Cross Proficiency Medals, 3
Years’ Service Medal with bar and a
Merit Medal with box of issue; a
Defence Medal, in box of issue with
medal slip to Mrs M.R.E.Royal, together
with two British Red Cross Proficiency
medals and related Voucher dated
13.12.43
£100 - 150
2063
An India General Service Medal 1854,
with clasp BURMA 1889-92, awarded to
1522 Pte.H.Margarie 2d Bn.Devon Regt.
£100 - 200
2064
A Royal Antedeluvian Order of
Buffaloes Collar, in pale blue watered
silk, applied with numerous gilt metal
and enamel jewels and chains
£80 - 120
2065
A Collection of Assorted Edward VII
and George V Bradford Related
Medallions and Badges, including two
9 carat gold and enamel fob medallions
to City of Bradford Town Hall, a similar
medallion, a silver and enamel breast
jewel to a Steward for the City of
Bradford Exhibition 1904, three gilt metal
1902 Coronation medallions presented
by Mr & Mrs Jonas Whitley of Hilton
Manor, etc; a Combined Cigarette
Lighter/Fob Watch, in white metal,
boxed
£350 - 450
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2066
A Royal Antediluvian Order of
Buffaloes Primo Silver and Enamel
Breast Jewel, Holmwood Lodge 1265,
with presentation inscription dated 1952,
hallmark for Birmingham 1930; a Silver
Gilt City Waiter Example, with
presentation inscription dated 1953,
hallmark for London 1910, cased (2)
£80 - 120
CAP BADGES
2067
A Collection of Approximately One
Hundred and Forty British Police
Collar Badges, George VI and
Elizabeth II, in white metal and chrome,
some loosely displayed in two frames,
the remainder in two boxes (4)
£100 - 150
2068
A Collection of Approximately One
Hundred and Forty British Police
Collar Badges, mainly Elizabeth II, in
white metal and chrome, in four boxes
(4)
£100 - 150
2069
A Collection of Fifty Four Pre-1953
British Police Cap Badges, in white
metal and chrome, including War
Department Special Constabulary, Air
Ministry Constabulary, Isle of Eley
Special Constabulary, Surrey Special
Constabulary, Bolton Special
Constabulary, Halifax Special
Constabulary, Cardiff City Police, Hull
City Police; also, ten similar in
enamelled chrome and brass, bronze
and gilt metal, in three boxes (3)
£100 - 200

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2070
A Collection of Fifty Elizabeth II
British Senior Police Officer’s Cap
Badges, in enamelled chrome,
including Gibraltar Police, Royal Hong
Kong Police, Preston Borough Police,
Derbyshire Police, Hertfordshire
Constabulary etc and an embroidered
cloth example to the Police Service of
Northern Ireland, in three boxes (3)
£100 - 200
2071
A Collection of Seventy Elizabeth II
British Police Cap Badges, in chrome
and white metal, including Carmarthen
and Cardigan Police, Merseyside Police,
Derbyshire Constabulary, Monmouth,
Gibraltar Security Police, Royal Fiji
Police, West Yorkshire Police
Community Support Officer, etc in four
boxes (4)
£100 - 200
2072
A Collection of Twenty Three Pre1953 British Police Helmet Plates, in
chrome and white metal, including eight
two piece examples to Cheshire
Constabulary, Warrington Constabulary,
Oldham Police, Rochdale County
Borough Police, Wigan Police, Burnley
Borough Police, Borough of Hastings
Police and Police Force Isle of Man (23)
£150 - 200
2073
A Collection of Fourteen Pre-1953
British Police Night Helmet Plates, in
two piece blackened brass, including
County Borough of Barrow-in-Furness,
Isle of Eley Constabulary, Liverpool City
Police, Somersetshire Constabulary etc,
and a one piece example to Metropolitan
Police (15)
£100 - 200
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2074
A Collection of Fourteen Pre-1953
British Police Night Helmet Plates, in
two piece blackened brass, including
Pembrokeshire Police, Metropolitan
Police, Blackpool Police, Birmingham
City Police, British Transport
Commission Police etc, and a one piece
example to Folkestone Police (15)
£100 - 200
2075
A London Midland & Scottish Railway
Company Police Night Helmet Plate,
two piece, in blackened brass and white
metal; a Similar One Piece Example, to
London & North Eastern Railway; four
Port of Bristol Chrome Helmet Plates,
with separate numbers to the centres,
and a similar blackened example; five
Elizabeth II Police Night Helmet
Plates, of two piece construction (13)
£80 - 120
2076
A Collection of Twenty-Eight
Elizabeth II Police Helmet Plates, in
chrome, two of two piece construction to
Sheffield City Police and Hampshire &
Isle of Wight Police
£100 - 200
2077
Nine Pre-1953 Police Helmet Plates, of
various sizes, in chrome and white
metal, including Dover Police Force,
Great Yarmouth Police and
Worcestershire Police; six Other White
Metal Examples, including Hull Police,
Shrewsbury Police and Liverpool Police;
a Collection of Various British and
Foreign Police Helmet Plates and
Badges, including Trinidad Police,
Bahamas Police, Bermuda Police, New
Zealand Police etc
£100 - 200
17
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2078
A Collection of Thirty George V/VI
Military Cap, Collar, Glengarry and
Trade Badges, in brass, blackened,
white metal and bi-metal; also, an RAF
brevet to Air Electronics Officer and two
Civil Defence cloth badges, all loosely
mounted on four display cards.
£80 - 120
2079
A Collection of One Hundred and
Thirty Two British Military and Other
Badges, including twenty one pairs of
collar dogs to the Royal Artillery, rank
pips including three bakelite economy
examples, rank crowns, shoulder titles,
five First World War wound badges etc.
£80 - 120
2080
A Collection of Approximately Sixty
British Military Badges, including cap,
collar, shoulder titles and rank pips in
brass, white metal, bi-metal and
staybrite, also cloth rank pips and coins,
including some restrikes
£80 - 120
2081
A Collection of Seventy-Five British
Cap, Glengarry and Collar Badges, in
brass, bi-metal, white metal, staybrite
and bronzed, in a sealed glazed display
case
£80 - 120
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2082
A Victorian Epaulette to the Military
Knights of Windsor, with gilt metal
crescent enclosing a raised bullion
thread embroidered shield below the VR
cypher and with bullion embroidered star
to the Most Honourable Order of the
Bath GCB, on a black wool field with
gold lace border, the reverse lined in
black wool and with RIGHT label, in a
black japanned tin
£200 - 300
2083
Three Early “The Metropolitan” Police
Double Ended Whistles, in nickel, by J
Hudson & Co., 244, Barr Street,
Birmingham, two with chains
£120 - 150
2084
Five “The Metropolitan” Police
Whistles, in nickel, by J Hudson & Co.,
244, Barr Street, Birmingham, with
chains, marked to Hull City Police,
Devon Constabulary, Manchester City
Police, London City Police and A.R.P.;
four Similar Examples, lacking maker’s
marks, one to Hull City Police, one
marked W.P.H., one marked London
1942 and one unmarked and lacking
chain (9)
£80 - 120

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2085
Three Police Whistles and Chains by
Wm. Dowler & Sons Ltd., Graham St.
Works, Birmingham, marked Leeds
Police, Manchester City Police and
Lancashire County Constabulary;
thirteen Various Police Whistles,
including Liverpool City Police x 3,
Leeds Police x 3, Yorkshire W.R.C.x 2,
London City Police etc (16)
£100 - 150
2086
A Collection of Approximately Two
Hundred and Fifty Late 20th/21st
Century Embroidered Cloth Insignia,
to police forces of the world including
Great Britain, USA, Pacific Islands and
Europe, contained in thirty three clip
frames and two frames; also, a quantity
of loose examples
£100 - 150
2087
Three 20th Century US Police Leather
Belts, with holsters and magazines; a
similar Leather Waist Belt, and three
other belts (7)
£80 - 120
2088
A Quantity of Modern Police Related
Collectables, including constabulary
plaques, foreign enamelled and gilt
metal tie tacks, a cased US Detective
presentation pocket watch, rose tops,
coxcombs, books and ephemera in three
boxes
£80 - 120
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2089
A Collection of Police Related
Collectables, including a set of twentyfour US Police departments enamelled
gilt metal medallions, German States
and Italian cap badges, buttons, clips,
rank pips etc in three boxes and a tin
£90 - 150
2090
A Large Quantity of Police Buttons, in
gilt metal, chrome, white metal and horn,
also, numbers and cape lion mask
hooks, in seven small plastic boxes
£100 - 150
2091
A Quantity of Vintage British Military
Medal Ribbons, in four bags, and two
bags of miniature medal ribbons; also,
approximately ninety Second World War
medal ribbon bars and medal fittings
£80 - 120
2092
A Collection of USA Militaria,
comprising Good Conduct Medal and
ribbon bar in original box, National
Defense Service Medal, American
Campaign Medal 1939-45, two US
Scout medals for Johnny Appleseed
Trail and Buffalo Trail, Wound badges,
forty six US State hand held flags with
gilt plastic handles, twenty pairs of
unmarked dog tags and chains, medal
ribbon bars, officer’s bars etc
£200 - 300
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2093
A Collection of Militaria, including
three pottery canteen plates to the
Bolton Artillery and Manchester Artillery,
two white metal military figures, one
stamped RH, three polished cow horns,
seventeen button sticks, a brass bed
plate to the Grenadier Guards, a No.4
Mk.II spike bayonet and scabbard, four
folding pocket knives, an Indian dagger,
three paper knives, a magazine clip, gun
cleaning equipment and three
gentleman’s plated toilet bottles etc.
£80 - 120
2094
Militaria, including belt clasps, a Morse
code tapper with wood base in original
box, a Morse code tapper with bakelite
base, an ampmeter, seven pairs of
German belt hooks, a Kriegsmarine
brass trade badge and embroidered arm
badge, a crossguard for a German
dagger with swastika removed, three
card displays of Imperial German
buttons, a wood gavel, a helmet plate
base, a boxed Pathescope Safety film, a
pair of Masonic apron chain tassels, a
trumpet mouthpiece, a safety razor etc.
£100 - 150
2095
Militaria, including an H.Heynolds key,
two pairs of spurs, a boot hook, railway
and police buttons, Civil Defence
badges, Home Guard practise rounds,
kit bag D rings, miscellaneous items
from kit bags, six ARP plastic whistles,
four Transport badges etc
£80 - 120
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2096
A Collection of Approximately Two
Hundred and Seventy British Military
Buttons, including pre and post Second
World War RAF buttons, Second World
War RN, Physical Training Corps, Royal
Army Pay Corps etc.
£150 - 200
2097
A Small Quantity of Early 20th
Century Dress Uniform Accessories,
including two leather and silver lace
belts, two bullions, six lengths of silver
lace, two sergeant’s arm chevrons, three
Ghana Air Force brevets etc
£50 - 60
2098
A Collection of Approximately Fifty
Aeronautical Photographs, including
Vickers-Armstrong, Bristol Aircraft,
Hawker Aircraft, Avro etc.
£70 - 80
2099
A Collection of Naval Photographs,
Books and Ephemera to include a
miniature barrel and dish carved “from
the teak of HMS IRON DUKE, Admiral
Jellicoe’s flag ship, Jutland 1916”; rank
slides, slider epaulettes, shoulder board
epaulettes, cap insignia and cuff braids
to a Lieutenant Commander RN;
assorted embroidered trade/rank
insignia to include Leading Rate,
Officers’ Steward, Electrical Mechanic,
Engineering Mechanic, Radio Electrical
Mechanic, Control Electrical Mechanic,
Victualler; souvenir books for HMS Ark
Royal and HMS Rhyl; various framed
photographs of naval vessels, and other
ephemera (qty)
£100 - 200

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2100
A Collection of Approximately Fifty
Embroidered Cloth Insignia, including
formation patches, rank chevrons and
badges, shoulder titles, armbands etc
£100 - 150
2101
Field Marshal Montgomery of Alamein
- a Handwritten Letter dated 1st
February 1959, with a Photograph, in
Original Envelope, in reply to an
enquiry regarding Colonel Montgomery
(Uncle of the above). The original typed
letter from an L.A. Ingle of Morley, states
that he befriended Colonel Montgomery
and his daughter on a voyage back to
England from Kenya and asks if they
were related, a photograph of them was
included. Field Marshal Montgomery has
written his reply on the reverse of the
letter, stating that the Colonel was his
father’s brother and that his daughter
Daisy Montgomery had married and
become Lady Thomas. He includes her
address, saying she would be very
interested in the snapshot.
£200 - 300
2102
Three Second World War RAF Pilot’s
Flying Log Books, to 112444 Flight
Lieutenant L E Carroll, from 14th July
1941 to 24th March 1953
£100 - 150
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2103
Two RFC/RAF Pilot’s Flying Log
Books, to Flying Officer P.G.Clarabut,
the first entry dated 15/10/17, the last
entry dated 21/10/33, together with
photocopies of the log books, five RAFR
Refresher Course reports from The De
Havilland School of Flying dating from
1923 to 1927, and a letter dated 1993
from the above’s nephew
Footnote:- Believed to have joined the
RFC in 1915, after the Great War he
joined the RAF as a reservist
£100 - 150
2104
A Set of Four RAF Pilot’s Flying Log
Books 1930-1939, to Pilot Sergeant
Thomas Richard Watkin Owens, with
entries 5.5.30 to 30.9.32, 3.10.32 to
11.10.35, 11.10.35 to 31.5.37, and
1.6.37 to 27.7.39, together with two Air
Ministry Pilot’s Certificates and Licences
date 1933 and 1939, photocopies of the
log books, the Nominal Roll of the
Officer’s and Airman who passed out
from No.3 Flying Training School RAF
29th March 1931 in which he is recorded
as “Passed out with Distinguished
Pass”, a letter from his widow in which
she mentions that he was killed in a
flying accident a few days before the
outbreak of war in 1939 at the age of 30
years; also, an interesting collection of
mainly 1920’s and 30’s photographs of
aircraft, many crash scenes; a letter
regarding the above from Wing
Commander R R Stanford-Tuck and two
related published books.
£300 - 500
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2105
An Early 20th Century Verre Eglomise
Glass Plaque, of shield shape,
decorated with the Prince of Wales’s
Plumes over the legend ICH DIEN and
BY APPOINTMENT, in colours and gilt,
25.5cm by 26cm; Phillipe Comte de
Hardwicke, installed at Windsor Castle
23rd April 1805 with the Order of the
Garter - two black and white engravings
(one in reverse) of his Garter Stall Plate,
25.5cm by 18cm, in glazed frames; also,
a silver plated salver and a rose bowl,
each engraved with a presentation
inscription (5)
£100 - 150
2106
Wazirforce 1919-1920, Fifty-Five
Sketches by Captain C.G. Borrowman
4th Gurkha Rifles, a folio of black and
white caricature portraits of officers of
the regiment. (“Bow Wow” Borrowman,
a celebrated artist/caricaturist, was a
friend of John Masters 1/4 Gurkhas,
whose autobiographical army book he
illustrated); South Persia Casualties photocopied notes; five Military
Books:- The Story of the Staff College
1858-1958; Parts IX & X of Naval &
Military Despatches Relating to
Operations in the War published in the
London Gazette July 1918 to December
1918, and January 1919 to January
1920; War Service Roll of the Members
of the Royal Households and Estates of
the King and the Queen; and A
Regimental Index to the Distinguished
Conduct Medals Gazetted Between
1920 and 1997 by Spinks (7)
£100 - 150
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2107
John Frederick Young C.B.E., M.M.
Airman 1916 to Air Commodore 1946 A collection of photographs, letters,
ephemera, following his long career in
the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Air
Force, together with his RFC cap badge
and buttons, RAF cap badge and a pair
of rank shoulder boards
£100 - 200
2108
An Austro-Hungarian Ebonised
Walking Cane, the large silver pommel
modelled as the bust head of Emperor
Franz Josef I, his stand-up collar
stamped .925, R within a square, Gr.10,
and with a star 30 PN within a rectangle,
with brass ferrule and later rubber sabot,
95cm
£100 - 150
2109
A Small Quantity of Militaria, including
cap and collar badges, brooched military
buttons, sweetheart brooches, various
Hunt badges and three Japanese white
metal small boxes, etc.
£100 - 150

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2110
An Interesting Album of Second
World War Photographs and
Postcards, compiled by a serviceman
aboard HMS Unicorn during the Second
World War, possibly J Johnston,
comprising mainly censored images
from both on board and on shore from
locations including Aden, the Suez
Canal, Cochin, Madagascar, Ceylon, the
Maldives, Sydney, Durban and Bombay
£100 - 200
2111
A Falklands Islands Brass 105mm
Shell Case, engraved with 78 Squadron
RAF badge over presentation inscription
“Warrant Officer Dave ‘Tigger’ Michaels
1 July - November 2003. Best wishes
from all the Air Crew and Groundcrew of
78 Sqn., the underside dated 1983, with
deactivation certificate; a Silver
Cigarette Box, rectangular, with engine
turned decoration, the fascia engraved
with a presentation inscription “To
General Sir Campbell R.Hardy
Commandant General Royal Marines...”,
hallmarks for Sheffield 1958; a British
Army Peaked Cap, with leather
chinstrap and black American cloth lining
(3)
£100 - 200
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2112
The Dublin Easter Uprisings, Easter
1916
A Very Interesting Collection of
Ephemera, including a coloured
lithographic recruitment poster for the
Irish Transport and General Workers
Union by Phil Donovan, 98cm by 63cm;
a Sinn Fein Rebellion Handbook, Easter
1916; The Rebellion in Dublin 1916
photo-book; three Irish Volunteers
pamphlets; a typed letter signed by
Francis Sheehy-Skeffington and a
published Speech From the Dock; The
Irish Volunteers Membership cards; The
Irish Citizen Army Emergency Order for
24 haversacks with ammunition pockets;
a subscription form to the Tomas Aghas
(Thomas Patrick Ash) Memorial Fund
Thomas Patrick Ashe was a member of
the Gaelic League, the Gaelic Athletic
Association, the Irish Republican
Brotherhood and a founding member of
the Irish Volunteers, he was only 32
when he died on September 25, 1917,
after a so-called “botched” force-feeding
while on hunger strike in Mountjoy
prison); four Dublin Opinion magazines
for 1923; etc, contained in a binder file».
£400 - 600
2113
A Small Quantity of Militaria, including
three pieces of First World War Trench
Art and a plated sugar box and spoon;
an Indian kukri with leather scabbard; an
Irish Shillelagh; a First World War
leather binoculars case dated 1916; a
water canteen; and a US black leather
pistol holster
£70 - 100
2114
A Large Early Iron Cannon Ball, 19cm
diameter, some impact marks
£100 - 200
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2115
A 19th Century Indian Steel Dhal, of
convex circular form, chased and
engraved with panels of foliage, with
applied rolled edge and four rosette
rivets to secure the handle - now
missing, 48cm; a Copy of a Steel
Cuirass, with raised medial ridge (2)
£150 - 200
2116
A 1 1/2” Brass Single Draw
Telescope, with anti-flare hood, pull-off
lens cover, leather sleeve and sliding
eyepiece cover, 70cm long extended; a
Copy of an Eastern Brass Powder
Flask, of circular form engraved with
tendrils (2)
£70 - 100
2117
A Malaysian Small Lantaka, the 22cm
bronze barrel applied with cast leaves,
with hinged gimbal on a later wood
stand, 29cm
£70 - 100
2118
A Small Quantity of Militaria, including
a modern tinder pistol, a gun cleaning
kit, a Britains diecast field gun, a glazed
display of Nosler Trophy Grade inert
bullets, a collection of First World War
sweetheart’s letters, photographs of
Second World War aircraft, three pairs of
cuff-links modelled as shotgun
cartridges, bullets and pistols, a boxed
Corgi Avro Lancaster model; also, a
miniature woodworking set and various
furs and skins
£100 - 150
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2119
A Collection of Military Reference
Books, mainly related to edged
weapons, guns and German Third Reich
militaria, contained in three boxes.
£100 - 150
2120
A First World War German Iron Cross,
first class, with vertical sword shape pin,
in original case; a Second World War
German Military Wristwatch by Stowa,
the circular black dial with luminous
Arabic numerals, hands and subsidiary
seconds dial, signed, in a chromed case
(af); five Various Wristwatches:- a
gentleman’s Bulova wristwatch; a
gentleman’s chrome plated wristwatch
signed Revue-Sport; another
gentleman’s wristwatch and two lady’s
plated wristwatches (7)
£100 - 150
2121
Four Military Books:- Driver’s
Handbook for the “Churchill” (Mark IV)
Infantry Tank, issued by Vauxhall Motors
Ltd., April 1942; A.F.V. Recognition Part
1. September 1942, British & Allied
Turreted A.F.Vs.; Arakan Assignment,
The Story of the 82nd West African
Division, with folding map to the inside
back cover and together with a
propaganda leaflet aimed against the
81st & 82nd West Africa Division fighting
in Burma; an Outline of Japanese
Tactics, Japanese Military Forces No.18,
published for the Headquarters Allied
Land Forces, Sea and General
Headquarters, India, Military Intelligence
Directorate, July 1945; a One Inch
Second Division 85 J/10 Map of
Burma, 1944 (6)
£150 - 180

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2122
A Collection of Thirty-Eight French
Neolithic Knapped Flint Tools,
including points and small hand axes,
each with collector’s ink inscriptions
‘Verdier’, glued into a display box
£100 - 150
2123
A Collection of Late 19th
Century/Early 20th Century Military
Books and Manuals including ‘Dress
Regulations for the Army 1911’, ‘Army
Appropriation Account 1884-1885’ [ex
Libris Dutch Parliament], and
‘Conveyance of Troops by Sea, April June 1918 (SECRET)’ [ex Admiralty
Library] (22)
£80 - 120
2124
A Collection of Late 19th
Century/Early 20th Century Military
Books and Manuals including ‘Manual
of Military Engineering 1893’ (a.f),
‘Infantry Training 1905’, ‘Training Manual Signalling (Provisional) 1915’,
and ‘Garrison Artillery Drill Volume I
1892’ (22)
£80 - 120
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2125
General Sir Douglas David Gracey
KCB, KCIE, CBE, MC Interest:- four
“The Pakistan Army Coronation
Contingent 1953”, a set of eight hand
embroidered insignia worked in silver
bullion thread and contained in four
associated cases; also, a cased set of
collar dogs and an associated envelope
addressed to the above from the
President’s Secretariat, President’s
House
Footnote: General Sir Douglas Gracey
was second Commander-in-Chief of the
Pakistan Army from 1948 until 1951. He
was the vendor’s great uncle
£50 - 80
2126
A Late 18th Century Brass Lion Mask
and Ring Door Knocker, the ring set
with a later silver coloured metal plaque
engraved with the inscription ‘Removed
from Collingwood House, Morpeth,
Northumberland, 1911’, 28cm by 21.5cm
Footnote:- Collingwood House was the
home of Vice Admiral Cuthbert
Collingwood, 1st Baron Collingwood,
from 1791 to his death at sea in 1810.
He partnered Lord Nelson in many of
the British victories in the Napoleonic
Wars
£300 - 500
2127
A 16th Century Spaulder (Shoulder
Protector), with three lames attached by
rivets; also, two pairs of binoculars, one
with leather case, two powder/shot
measures with ebony handles, a
turnscrew, two small brass spirit levels, a
miniature brass tank, a clip of spent
bullets and a mahogany truncheon
numbered 574 in gilt (11)
£150 - 200
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2128
A Collection of Fifteen Various
Modern Police Truncheons, in
ebonised wood, mahogany, beech and
soft woods, some with leather wrist
straps, one with wall bracket; also,
seven various pairs of hand cuffs, three
stamped Hiatt Best, two stamped Hiatt
1960, the other two of earlier date (23)
£150 - 200
2129
A Victorian Painted Wood Truncheon,
the rounded maroon body painted with
crowned VR cypher, crossed flags and
inscribed DEFENDERS OF EUROPE,
with red painted ribbed grip, 45cm; an
Early/Mid 20th Century Mahogany
Night Stick, with rounded pommel and
tapering cylindrical haft, lacks ferrule,
78cm; a 19th Century “Cut-Down”
Boarding Pike, with triangular section
steel head, long langets, one numbered
31, the cut-down ash haft stamped with
Sold-out-of-Service arrows, 46cm (3)
£100 - 150
HELMETS, ARMOUR AND UNIFORMS
2130
Six Elizabeth II Police Custodian
Coxcomb Helmets, with chrome
coxcombs and helmet plates to:- West
Yorkshire Metropolitan Police, South
Wales Constabulary, Heddlu Gwent
Police, Norfolk Constabulary,
Northumbria Police and States of Jersey
Police; a Similar pre-1953 helmet, to
Wakefield City Police; a Similar Night
Helmet, with blackened brass coxcomb
and helmet plate (8)
£150 - 200
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2131
Nine Elizabeth II Police Custodian
Coxcomb Helmets, with chrome
coxcombs and enamelled chrome
helmet plates to:- Staffordshire Police,
Kent Constabulary, West Mercia
Constabulary, Derbyshire Constabulary,
Hampshire, Greater Manchester Police,
West Yorkshire Police, Thames Valley
Police and Essex Police (9)
£180 - 250
2132
Nine Elizabeth II Police Custodian
Coxcomb Helmets, with chrome
coxcombs and helmet plates to:- West
Mercia Constabulary, Dorset Police,
Cleveland Constabulary, Port of
Liverpool Police, Merseyside Police,
Hampshire, Cheshire Constabulary,
Cambridgeshire Constabulary and
Gwent Constabulary; a Similar Night
Helmet to Durham Constabulary, the
blackened helmet plate with chrome
roundel (10)
£180 - 250
2133
Eight Elizabeth II Police Custodian
Rose Top Helmets, with chrome helmet
plates to:- Gloucestershire Constabulary,
Warwickshire Constabulary, South
Yorkshire Police, North Yorkshire Police,
Lincolnshire Police, Mid-Wales
Constabulary, Birmingham City Police
and Sussex Police (8)
£150 - 200

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2134
Four Pre-1953 Police Custodian Rose
Top Helmets, two with blackened
helmet plates and chrome tops to
Doncaster Police and North Riding
Constabulary, one with blackened top
and helmet plate to Scarborough Police,
and one with blackened top and chrome
helmet plate to Guernsey Police; four
Elizabeth II Police Custodian Rose
Top Helmets, three with chrome top and
helmet plates to:-Metropolitan Police,
West Midlands Police and Wiltshire
Constabulary, and one with chrome and
enamelled helmet plate to Bedfordshire
Police (8)
£150 - 200
2135
Eight Elizabeth II Police Custodian
Rose Top Helmets, with chrome and
enamel helmet plates to:- Lancashire
Constabulary, Avon & Somerset
Constabulary, Royal Gibraltar Police,
British Transport Police, Lincolnshire
Police, Surrey Constabulary, Ministry of
Defence Police and Northamptonshire
Police (8)
£150 - 200
2136
Eight Elizabeth II Police Custodian
Ball Top Helmets, with chrome helmet
plates to:- Devon & Cornwall
Constabulary, Devon Constabulary,
Dyfed-Powys Constabulary,
Leicestershire Constabulary, York &
North East Yorkshire Police, Humberside
Police, Hull City Police and Brighton
Police; three Similar Helmets, with
chrome and enamel helmet plates to
Humberside Police x2 and
Nottinghamshire Constabulary (11)
£150 - 200
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2137
Two Elizabeth II Police Caps, one to an
Inspector Leeds City Police, one to
Metropolitan Police; two Similar
Commonwealth Police Caps, to
Ontario Provincial Police and Western
Australia Police; seven Similar
Continental Police Caps, including
Poland, West Germany, etc; two Similar
US Caps, one to New York City Police
(14)
£100 - 150
2138
Seven Elizabeth II Northern Ireland
Police Caps, three to the Royal Ulster
Constabulary including one to a Chief
Constable and one to a woman, the rest
to the Northern Ireland Police Service,
including two women’s (7)
£80 - 120
2139
An Early Spike Top Six Panel Police
Helmet to Exeter City Police, of cork
construction, with chrome spike, helmet
plate and ear rosettes, with green
stiffened cloth liner, and leather
sweatband, lacks chinstrap; a 1960’s
Police Coxcomb Two Panel Helmet to
City of London Police, with blackened
coxcomb, helmet plate with gilt centre
and C/121, with leather chinstrap and
green cloth liner (2)
£100 - 150
2140
An Elizabeth II Isle of Man Police
Helmet, in white hard plastic, with
chrome ball top and helmet plate; three
Elizabeth II Six Panel Helmets to the
New Zealand Police, two in blue cloth
and one in white leatherette, with
chrome helmet plates (4)
£90 - 120
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2141
A German Police Shako, with black
patent finish, white metal helmet plate
for Berlin surmounted by white metal
and red enamel cockade, with leather
chin strap and liner; a Belgian Adrian
Helmet, painted black, with silver
painted lion head helmet plate; a Silver
Finished Fibreglass Spiked Helmet,
with chrome spike, chrome and brass
Security hexagonal snowflake helmet
plate, with metal chin scales (3)
£90 - 120
2142
An Italian Police Tropical Helmet, of
two panel white cloth construction, with
white metal T.N. helmet plate; a Swiss
Tropical Helmet, of white leatherette six
panel construction, with enamelled
helmet plate to the canton of Genève;
six Various Italian Police Helmets, in
white plastic/composition; a Similar
Blue Cloth Example, of six panel
construction and silver plated helmet
plate; a Similar Black Plastic Example,
with gilt metal coxcomb and helmet plate
(10)
£100 - 200
2143
Two US Police Motorbike Helmets,
one to New York City Police, the other to
a Lieutenant of the Sheriff’s Department;
three Police Riot Helmets, to the
British Police, Leeds City Police and
West Germany; four Other Hats,
comprising a State of Georgia ‘lemon
squeezer’ trooper’s milan straw type hat,
a US stetson, a New Zealand Police
furfelt hat and an Australian Queensland
Police (9)
£100 - 200
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2144
A Ceremonial Spanish Guardia Civil
Tricornio, in black plush with yellow
braid trim, red and yellow cockade and
brass button; a Similar Black Patent
Tricornio, with leather sweatband; a
Similar Peaked Cap, in green cloth with
neck protector (3)
£70 - 100
2145
A Second World War Zuckerman
Helmet, with grey/blue paint, stencilled
H.F.P. in black, the leather and webbing
liner held by lacing, the inner brim
stamped A.M.C./3/1941; three Folding
Pocket Knives, one with Marlin spike,
each with chequered black plastic grip
scales; two Steel Folding Pocket
Knives, stamped with broad
arrow/R.B.S./1954 and 1955; a Second
World War Mâchéte, with rusted blade
and projecting hooked tang, two piece
riveted wood grip and crushed leather
scabbard; a Kukri, the horn grip with
brass bolster and pommel, with leather
scabbard (8)
£70 - 100
2146
A 19th Century Indo-Persian Steel
Khula Khud, with screw-in square
tapering spike, the one piece domed
skull chiseled and engraved with
palmettes and tendrils and bearing
traces of the original gold koftgari
decoration, set with a single plume
holder and sliding nasal guard, with
chain mail neck protector
£200 - 300
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2147
A Rare First World War German Hood
for a Gas Mask, in fine grey cloth, the
metal eyepieces with celluloid lenses,
lacking its screw-in filter, the cream
cotton lining stitched with original
owner’s label “Thurner”
£300 - 400
2148
An Early 20th Century German Copy
of a 17th Century Peaked Morion, the
two piece skull with finely welded seam
to the comb, the separate brim attached
to the folded edge of the skull with rivets,
bearing traces of blackened finish
£100 - 150
2149
A First World War German M1916
Helmet (Stahlhelm), with painted
camouflage, the left inner brim stamped
B.F.62, with remains of leather liner,
lacks chinstrap
£300 - 500
2150
A First World War German M1916
Helmet (Stahlhelm), with traces of
painted camouflage, with three section
cushioned leather liner, lacks chinstrap,
no visible markings
£300 - 400
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2151
A Second World War Wolseley
Tropical Pith Helmet, covered in light
khaki twill, with six panelled skull, ten
fold puggaree set with formation badge
for GHQ FARELF (Far East Land
Forces), the brim with leather binding
and green twill lining, with leather
sweatband and chinstrap, and with War
Department draw-string linen cover; an
Early British Police Custodian
Helmet, with copper rose top af; a
Copper Powder Flask by James
Dixon & Sons, Sheffield, embossed
with an anthemion, with brass charger
stamped with maker’s name, and with
internal spring (4)
£150 - 250
2152
Three Pieces of 19th Century Indo
Persian Armour, comprising a Khula
Khud, the one piece domed skull
engraved with panels of figures, scrolling
foliage and script, set with a square
section tapered spike, two plume
holders and a nasal guard, lacks chain
mail neck protector; a Steel Dhal of
convex circular form, 44.5cm diameter,
and a Bazu Band (arm protector) with
similar decoration (3)
£200 - 300
2153
Three Pieces of 16th Century Style
Armour, comprising:- a neck guard, five
lame pauldron, rerebrace, elbow cop
and vambrace, joined together by rivets,
with buckles, hooks and eyes; and a pair
of gauntlets with five lame hand guards,
hinged thumb guards and remnants of
finger lames (3)
£100 - 200
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2154
A Uniform to a Lieutenant General of
the Prince of Wales’s Volunteers
(South Lancashire Regiment),
comprising a no.1 service tunic and
trousers and a no.2 service tunic and
trousers, both tunics with brass buttons,
rank badges, scarlet collar tabs with
silver bullion thread oak leaves, and
medal ribbons First and Second World
War
£150 - 250
2155
A Small Quantity of Police Uniforms,
including two West German Police
tunics, a pair of Mexican Police
Narcotics Department overalls, two
Elizabeth II capes with chain fastenings
and chrome collar numbers, four
Elizabeth II tunics with chrome buttons
and shoulder numbers (two with West
Yorkshire collar badges), a polo shirt and
two Hi-viz jackets(12)
£100 - 200
2156
A Second World War British Army
Tropal Coat, designed for the
Norwegian campaign, in heavy duty
khaki canvas, with kapok filled quilted
lining, green serge lined sleeves and
collar, with five anodised steel hinged
clip fasteners, labelled ‘Kapok Lined,
Size 3, by Wareings (Northampton) Ltd.,
August 1941’; other Uniforms,
comprising a Royal Observer Corps
coverall and beret, a camouflage smock
with A.M. zip and later eagle and
swastika insignia, a US jacket with star
insignia to the collar and a small quantity
of assorted British cap badges
£100 - 150
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2157
A Post-War Merchant Navy Uniform,
to the New Zealand & Federal Steam
Navigation Co., labelled to Captain
A.D.Rollinson, comprising black jacket
with gilt buttons, rank shoulder straps
and Second World War medal ribbons
with a pair of trousers; a mess dress
jacket, waistcoat and a pair of trousers;
a Mess Dress Scarlet Jacket and Blue
Waistcoat, to a Major of the 4th/7th
Royal Dragoon Guards; a No.2 Service
Dress Uniform, to a Captain of the
Royal Irish Regiment, comprising tunic
with staybrite buttons and blackened
rank pips, a pair of trousers and a
leather Sam Browne (4)
£100 - 150
GERMAN THIRD REICH ITEMS
2158
A German Third Reich Iron Cross, first
class, with vertical sword shape pin
£80 - 120
2159
A German Third Reich EM’s M41
Tropical Field Cap, in olive/khaki
cotton, the front of the cap applied with a
machine woven national eagle in light
blue/grey threads on a tan field, over an
inverted V white soutache flanking the
machine woven National tri-colour
cockade on a tan diamond field, with
four ventilation grommets, cloth covered
card stiffened visor, red cotton lining
stencilled KURT SCHEER,
UNIFORM/UTZENFABRIK, DUISBERG
2 within a rectangle, dated 1941 and
size 56
£300 - 400
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2160
A German Third Reich SS EM’s M43
Field Cap, in grey/green wool, with
BeVo woven SS eagle and skull insignia
on a green trapezoid field, with folddown side panels secured by a single
pebbled button, with cloth covered card
stiffened visor and grey rayon lining
£400 - 500
2161
A German Third Reich SS Officer’s
Overseas Cap, in field grey wool mix,
the fold-down sides with
silver/aluminium braid piping, eagle and
swastika in silver/aluminium flat wire
weave on a black field and a similar
Totenkopf insignia, both hand stitched to
the cap, with green satin lining
£500 - 600
2162
A German Third Reich Barbed Wire
Tensioner, in galvanised steel, the
hexagonal bolt head cast with a
swastika, bearing a label inscribed
Stalag Souvenir; a Pair of German
Third Reich Medals, comprising War
Merit Cross with swords and ribbon bar,
and a German Defence Medal, in a
glazed display case; a Copy of a
Luftwaffe Officer’s Visor Cap, with
white metal eagle cap badge over
winged oak leaf wreath enclosing
National tricolour cockade, with metal
thread chinstrap (3)
£100 - 150
2163
A German Third Reich Luftwaffe EM
Cuff Title, of blue wool, machine
embroidered in Sütterlin style script
“Geschwader Hindenburg” in silver grey
thread, 47.5cm
£100 - 150
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2164
A German Third Reich Afrika Korps
Cuff Title, First Pattern, of two tone
green rayon, machine embroidered
AFRIKAKORPS in silver aluminium wire
thread within a similarly embroidered
bands of diagonal lines, 46cm
£100 - 150
2165
A Pair of Second World War German
7X50 Gas Mask Binoculars by Carl
Zeiss, Jena, numbered 2240601 for
1943 and with maker’s code blc, the
right lenses with calibrated diopter scale,
both eyepieces with rubber eye cups,
original Benutzer bakelite lens cover,
with black ‘Rauhlack’ finish to the grips
and leather neck strap, in black leather
cloth case stamped rln and Wehrmacht
eagle, the interior with four pockets set
with three filters
£250 - 350
2166
A Copy of a German Third Reich SS
Camouflage Field Cap, of herringbone
twill, the exterior with ‘pea pattern’
camouflage, with stitched eyelets and
stiffened visor, with silver coloured metal
embroidered eagle and skull cap badge,
the cream interior stencilled DEK
43/52/65/F.fm, s.SS Pz.Aufkl. Abt.5 and
inscribed with owner’s name
£100 - 200
2167
A German Third Reich Declination
Compass by Ertel, Munchen, for use
with a radio direction finder used to
locate enemy radio positions, finished in
green enamel, with a connector for
illuminating the reticle and the needle,
numbered 2254 and with waffenampt
markings Wa. A.376
£40 - 60
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2168
A German Third Reich NSDAP Flag, in
red cotton, each side applied with white
cotton roundel printed with a black
swastika, the hoist with reinforced
corners, 107cm by 193cm
£100 - 150
2169
A Pair of German Third Reich U-Boat
Commander’s 8 x 60 Binoculars by
Carl Zeiss, Jena, with original olive
green ‘Rauhlack’ finish, the right turret
impressed 8 X 60, 49173, blc, the
hinged lens with original Benutzer
bakelite rain guard, with screw driver
adjusted internal focussing and with
leather neck strap.
£800 - 1200
2170
A German Third Reich M42 Single
Decal Luftwaffe Helmet, with blue/grey
finish, the left side with Luftwaffe eagle
decal, the inner back brim stamped
1572, the inner left brim stamped ET66,
with leather liner and chinstrap
£300 - 500
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2171
Operation Sea Lion 1941 (The
Proposed German Invasion of
England), seven folding maps of the
United Kingdom and five booklets:directory of towns; reconnaissance
manual; list of railway stations; fold-out
road maps; photo book of targets.
Footnote:- the above are part of a set of
highly secret documents which were
originally prepared for Operation Sea
Lion, the German Invasion of England,
and then later for German agents and
saboteurs who would be dropped by
parachute or U-boat to destroy
important industrial and communication
targets all over England
£200 - 300
2172
A German SS Signet Ring, in silver
coloured metal with black composition
panel set with a single S rune
£150 - 180
2173
A German SS Supporting Member’s
Stick Pin, the oval black enamel panel
with SS runes backed by a swastika and
flanked by F and M within a beaded
border, with bent brass pin.
£80 - 120
2174
A German Third Reich M35 Double
Decal Army Helmet, with ‘Rauhlack’
camouflage finish, traces of Heer eagle
and National tri-colour shield decals,
with nine tongue leather liner, lacks most
of chinstrap
£500 - 600
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2175
A German Third Reich M42 Steel
Helmet, with sprayed pale green
camouflage finish over the original field
grey, the eight tongue leather liner with
stencilled size 58, lacks chinstrap
£450 - 550
2176
A German Third Reich M42 Single
Decal Steel Helmet, with camouflaged
finish of splashes of brown over field
grey, Heer eagle decal, the inner back
brim stamped 64 3550, with eight tongue
leather liner and chinstrap
£500 - 600
2177
A Second World War German
Afrikakorps Vehicle Door, possibly for
a Horch Kfz 15, with stencilled badge,
catch rusted closed, with pull handle and
two hinge pins, 58.5cm high, 66.5cm
along the slope, 61cm wide at the top,
28cm wide at the base af
£200 - 250
2178
A German Third Reich Luftwaffe
Officer’s Sword, the 71.5cm double
edge fullered steel blade etched with
maker’s mark for Paul Weyersberg,
Solingen, the silver plated hilt with downswept winged crossguard centred by a
gilt `Sunwheel’ swastika, wire bound
blue leather grip and `Sunwheel’
swastika disc pommel, with silver plated
mounts to the blue leather scabbard and
hanger, 93cm
£600 - 800
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2179
A German Third Reich Luftwaffe
Officer’s Dagger, first pattern, the
30.5cm chamfered double edge steel
blade etched with maker’s logo of
seated king over SMF, Solingen, the
opposing side crudely inscribed
M/Fl.154.109, the nickel plated hilt with
downswept winged crossguard with gilt
‘Sunwheel’ swastika, wire bound blue
leather grip and ‘Sunwheel’ pommel, the
blue leather scabbard with nickel plated
mounts, hanging chains and clip, the
suspender lugs each stamped 584,
47.5cm
£300 - 400
2180
A German Third Reich M84/98 Knife
Bayonet, one side of the blade later
etched ‘Deutsch Kriegsmarine’, the
opposing side ‘Unterseeboot-U52-Kiel’,
with wood grip scales, the pommel with
waffenampt markings, stamped C17681
and later etched with a swastika, with
police portapee, black painted steel
scabbard and leather frog.
£70 - 100
2181
A German Third Reich Kriegsmarine
Dagger, the 23cm double edge double
fullered steel blade faintly etched, by
Paul Weyersberg & Co., Solingen,
shortened at the tip, the brass hilt with
wire bound cream celluloid grip, the
brass scabbard engraved with lightning
bolts; a German KS98 Bayonet, the
24.5cm plated blade with single fuller,
unmarked, the white metal hilt with wood
grip scales carved to simulate antler,
with black painted steel scabbard; an
Indian Small Knife, with brass bone
and white metal hilt, lacks scabbard (3)
£200 - 300
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2182
A Second World War German Fighting
Knife, the 17cm double edge blackened
steel blade stamped 9535/y to one side
of the ricasso, the opposing side
stamped 41asw, the brass rivetted wood
grip scales inset to one side with plated
brass SS runes, the blued steel
scabbard with brass belt clip, 30.5cm
£100 - 150
2183
A German Third Reich Kriegsmarine
Dagger, the 25cm double edge double
fullered steel blade bearing traces of
original etched decoration, the brass hilt
with wrythen fluted cream celluloid grip,
the brass scabbard engraved with
lightning bolts, 42cm
£200 - 300
2184
A German Third Reich DRK EM’s
Hewer, the 26.5cm saw-back steel blade
with screw-driver tip, marked at the
ricasso GES. GESCHUTZT, the white
metal hilt now lacking the grips and
pommel, the black enamelled scabbard
with white metal mounts, 39cm
£100 - 150
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JAPANESE ITEMS
2185
A Japanese Shinto Daisho in
Shirasaya, each with signed tang for
Tamba No Kami Yoshimichi and Kiku
mon, the katana with 60.5cm blade with
unusual hamon, one piece brass habaki
with horizontal groove, Certificate of
Recognition and Origame by Nathan
Rosenbloom, the wakizashi with 41cm
blade with wide undulating hamon, one
piece copper habaki with diagonally
burred decoration, together with a
photograph of both tangs shown side by
side
£3000 - 4000
2186
A Japanese Edo Suit of Armour,
1603-1868, comprising a five plate
brown lacquered iron Zunari kabuto with
two plate shikoro, the maedate formed
from a pair of Japanese Roe deer
antlers and frontlet, centred by a
bronzed metal landscape disc; mempo
with hinged nose and grey bristle
moustache, with red laquered internal
finish; do (cuirass) with seven faux
lames; a pair of kote (armoured sleeves)
with chain mail and lacquered lames;
kusazuri (armoured skirt) in seven
sections, each of four lames; cream silk
brocade hodo-haidate (thigh protectors),
each with five rows of eight panelled
lames; and a pair of chain mail and
laquered iron suneate (shin protectors),
all with blue lacing, on a display stand
and with Yoroi-bitsu (storage box)
£2500 - 3500
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Lot 2044

Lot 2052

Lot 2045

Lot 2101

Lot 2055
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Lot 2082

Lot 2104

Lots 2139 and 2083

Lots 2178 and 2179

Lots 2169, 2174, 2175 and 2176

Lots 2149, 2147 and 2150
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Lots 2194, 2195 and 2196

Lot 2196 (detail)

Lot 2206
Lots 2287, 2283, 2286, 2288,
2267, 2281 and 2282

Lot 2285

Lot 2314
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Lots 2344, 2342, 2316 (part) and 2346

Lot 2345

Lot 2347

Lot 2348

Lot 2358

Lots 2362, 2357 and 2366
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2187
A Japanese Daireifuku Tail Coat, in
black wool, the stand-up collar, cuffs,
rear flaps and vent richly embroidered
with kirimon in gold bullion thread and
lace, with gilt metal kirimon buttons,
quilted cream silk lining and maker’s
gold embroidered label for Mitsukoshi,
Tokyo, Japan, the inner pocket with label
inscribed Specially made for Mr.S.
Kawamura, June 1933
£150 - 200
2188
A Japanese Iron Maru Gata Tsuba,
with ko-sukashi of a sakura flower,
signed, 7.1cm, in wood box with origami
(certificate) numbered 207018
£100 - 150
2189
Three Japanese Iron Sukashi Tsuba,
one of kaku gata form, chased with
prunus blossom, 7.5cm, two of maru
gata form, one inlaid with two bat shape
scrolls in gilt, 6cm and 6.5cm, in a wood
box
£150 - 250
2190
A Japanese Shinto Katana, the
unsigned 69.5cm blade with undulating
wavy hamon, the unsigned tang with
single mekugi ana, one piece brass
habaki with diagonally burred
decoration, the iron tsuba with brass
plugged kogai and kosuza bitsu, the
plain hilt with same grip, with cloud
decorated maroon lacquer saya, 98cm
£300 - 400
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2191
A Framed Display of Japanese Sword
Accessories, comprising a bronze
kashira decorated with a wysteria
branch and two birds in copper and gold;
four early iron tsuba and a copper
crescent moon maedate for a kabuto
£200 - 300
2192
A Japanese Shin Shinto Aikuchi, the
20cm steel blade with slightly undulating
hamon, a narrow fuller to the back edge,
unsigned tang, with one piece copper
habaki, in shirasaya mounts
£100 - 150
2193
A Second World War Japanese
Kamikaze Pilot’s Knife, with unsigned
13.5cm steel blade, one piece copper
habake, leather covered grip and
scabbard, 25cm
£100 - 150
2194
A Japanese Shin Shinto Aikuchi, the
18cm unsigned steel blade with faint
hamon, the one piece silver plated
copper habaki with diagonally burred
decoration, the fine braid bound hilt with
gilt metal fuchi and kashira with
scalework decoration, with similar
decoration to the mounts on the ribbed
black lacquer saya simulating bark work,
set with a kogai and kozuka, 32cm
£300 - 400
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2195
A Japanese Shinto Aikuchi, the 22cm
unsigned steel blade with faint hamon
and chamfered back edge, one piece
copper habaki, the black lacquered braid
bound hilt with gilt metal fuchi and
kashira with finely pebbled decoration,
the ribbed black lacquer saya set with a
kogai and kozuka, 41cm
£200 - 300
2196
A Japanese Shinto Wakizashi, the
40cm steel blade with billowing hamon
and narrow fuller to the back edge, the
shortened tang with partial signature and
three mekugi ana, with two piece white
metal habaki, the iron tsuba with
shakudo decoration of a cat, mountains
and bamboo, the black braid bound
same hilt with shakudo bronze menuki
formed as a crane and a Minogame, the
bronze fuchi and kashira similarly
decorated with birds, the black lacquer
saya decorated with gilt pheasants and
set with a signed kogatana with bronze
kozuka decorated with playing children,
62cm
£1500 - 1800
2197
A Second World War Japanese
Shingunto Katana, the unsigned 62cm
steel blade with narrow fuller to the back
edge, brass prunus cast tsuba, the braid
bound same hilt with triple
chrysanthemum head menuki, the brass
kashira set with a silver family mon, with
bronzed metal saya, 94cm
£550 - 650
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2198
A 19th Century Japanese Aikuchi, the
21cm single edge steel blade with one
piece brass habaki, the bone hilt and
saya carved with seated figures holding
fans, 39cm
£150 - 200
2199
A Japanese Model 1883 Naval Dirk,
the 21cm single edge steel blade with a
narrow fuller to the back edge, with one
piece brass habaki, the underside of the
gilt metal recurving crossguard stamped
with an anchor within a prunus blossom,
wire bound ray skin grip with copper
kashira, the black leather scabbard with
gilt metal mounts embossed with prunus
blossom, each side of the locket with
suspender ring, 41.5cm
£300 - 400
EDGED WEAPONS
2200
An Indian Copy of a General Officer’s
Mameluke Sabre, with laser etched
steel blade, brass hilt with ivorine pistol
grip scales, with brass scabbard; a US
Knights of Pythius Fraternity Sword,
the blade etched James Scott, the white
metal cruciform hilt with visored helmet
pommel, with white metal scabbard; an
Indian Copy of a George V 1897
Pattern Infantry Officer’s Sword, with
leather scabbard (3)
£150 - 200
2201
A French Model 1842 Yataghan Sword
Bayonet, the back edge of the blade
engraved Manufre. Impale. de
Chatelleraut Avril 1855, with steel
crossguard, brass hilt and steel
scabbard
£50 - 80

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2202
A Brown Bess New Land Pattern
Socket Bayonet, the 41cm triangular
section steel blade with fullers to the
back edges, no visible marks; two
British Pattern 1853 “3-Band” Enfield
Socket Bayonets, each with 44.5cm
triangular section steel blade, lacks
locking ring (3 - lack scabbards)
£100 - 150

2205
A German M98/05 Butcher Bayonet,
second pattern, the 36.5cm steel blade
stamped with maker’s mark DURKOPP
WERK A:G within a triangle at the
ricasso, the steel hilt with diagonally
ribbed wood grip scales, the pommel
stamped with crowned W, with steel
bayonet and leather frog
£90 - 120

2203
An Elizabeth II 1897 Pattern Infantry
Officer’s Sword, the earlier 81.5cm
fullered steel blade later plated, the
nickel plated steel hilt pierced and
engraved with the Royal cypher, with
wire bound fishskin grip, leather sword
knot, service scabbard and frog, 107cm;
two Elizabeth II Swagger Sticks, to the
Royal Army Educational Corps, each
with silver globular pommel embossed
with corps badge (3)
£150 - 180

2206
A 19th Century German Copy of a
16th Century Landsknecht’s Two
Handed Sword, the 132cm wavy edge
steel blade with flat rectangular ricasso
indistinctly stamped with lettering,
double spur to the tang, cast iron double
loop guard and scroll crossguard,
replaced ebonised wood grip scales and
cast iron fluted ovoid leaf decorated
pommel, 185cm
£800 - 1200

2204
An Early 20th Century Dutch
Klewang, the 44.5cm single edge and
fullered blued steel blade with no visible
markings, recurving black painted steel
plate guard, black composition grip
scales with three rivets, with brass
mounted leather scabbard, 62.5cm; a
Fraternity Sword, with brass cruciform
blade and leather scabbard; a French
M1866 Chassepot Yataghan Sword
Bayonet, with steel scabbard; a
Merchant Navy Peaked Cap, to the
New Zealand & Federal Steam
Navigation Co.; a Gem Type Vintage
Air Rifle, with octagonal barrel and
walnut butt (5)
£200 - 300

2207
A US Model 1840 NCO’s Infantry
Sword, the 81.5cm single edge fullered
steel blade stamped on one side of the
ricasso Made by the Ames Mfg.Co.
Chicopee, the opposing side stamped
US, J.F., 1865, the brass hilt with double
shell guard, ribbed grip and knuckle bow
stamped J.C.W. with brass mounted
leather scabbard, 101.5cm
£100 - 150
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2208
A US Model 1860 NCO’s Cavalry
Sword, the 88cm curved single edge
fullered steel blade stamped on one side
of the ricasso Made by the Ames
Mfg.Co. Chicopee, the opposing side
stamped US, G.W.C., 1865, the brass
three bar hilt with ribbed leather grip,
lacking its wire binding, with steel two
ring scabbard, 111.5cm
£100 - 150
2209
A French Model 1833 Naval Cutlass,
the 68cm single edge broad fullered
steel blade engraved with an anchor to
each side, the back edge engraved
Manuftre Rle. de Chatellerault Mai 1842,
the iron bowl hilt bearing traces of black
paint and with facetted grip and
octagonal pommel, the scabbard now
covered in black American cloth, with
brass locket but lacking the chape,
82cm; a 17th Century Small Sword,
the 34.5cm shortened blued steel blade
of diamond section with double fullers
towards the brass hilt, with foliate cast
shell guard, knuckle bow and quillon,
with fluted horn grip, 48cm (2)
£300 - 400
2210
A Collection of Edged Weapons to
include a Remington 1913 bayonet and
scabbard; another similar bayonet in
relic condition; a Kukri and leather
sheath with sharpening knives; and five
hunting knives; Militaria, including a non
working replica MGC Python 357 pistol;
another similar; an associated leather
holster; a modern gun slip; Ephemera to
include assorted photographs of First
World War and Second World War
servicemen; replica military publications
and letters etc.
£100 - 200
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2211
A British 1855 Lancaster Sword
Bayonet, the 60.5cm quill back steel
blade stamped at the ricasso with a
helmeted bust, the opposing side with
War Department arrow and crown/20,
the brass hilt with chequered black
leather grip scales, with brass mounted
black leather scabbard
£100 - 150
2212
Two Early 20th Century Ice Axes, each
with steel pick and adze blade stamped
HIMALAYA-PICKEL MODELL KUNORAINER on one side, the opposing side
with maker’s mark F.RAILING,
HAMMERWERK, FULPMES, MADE IN
AUSTRIA, with hickory haft, one with
leather blade cover, 80cm
£80 - 120
2213
A Third Pattern Commando Knife, the
associated 17.5cm double edge
blackened steel blade with uneven
raised medial ridge to each side, etched
WINCHESTER/TRADE MARK/MADE IN
USA, ribbed alloy grip, the pommel with
number 1 mould number, with brass nut,
the double stitched leather scabbard
with six brass eyelets
£80 - 120

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2214
A George VI 1827 Pattern Naval
Sword and a Dirk:- the Sword with
80cm single edge fullered steel blade
etched with GVI cypher and fouled
anchor, the brass hilt with hinged guard
engraved R.O.E.Caton R.N., wire bound
fishskin grip, lion head pommel, with
bullion sword knot, brass mounted
leather scabbard and two Gieves leather
waist belts with sword slings; the Dirk
with 46cm steel blade similarly etched,
by Gieves, the gilt brass hilt with acorn
quillons to the recurving crossguard,
with crowned fouled anchor langet, wire
bound fishskin grip and lion head
pommel with bullion sword knot, the
leather scabbard with gilt brass mounts,
the locket engraved R.O.E.C.; together
with photographs, letters, invitations and
certificates relating to Commander
C.E.O.Caton Royal Navy 1939-1961 (5)
£500 - 600
2215
A 20th Century Dominican Republic
Army Sword, the 76cm single edge
fullered curved steel blade etched with
the national flag, EJERCITO
NACIONAL, REPUBLICA
DOMINICANA, the nickel plated three
bar hilt with black plastic grip and nickel
plated scabbard, 92cm
£60 - 80
2216
An 18th Century German Plug
Bayonet, the 29cm single edge
damascined steel blade double edged
for the last 13cm, each side with King’s
head stamp, with brass recurving
crossguard, ivory reeded baluster grip
and cylindrical brass pommel, lacks
scabbard, 44.5cm
£180 - 250
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2217
A Pre-First World War French Cavalry
Trooper’s Sword, the 90cm single edge
fullered steel blade engraved
Manufacture d’armes de Chatelleraut
J.H., with pierced steel bowl hilt, ribbed
black plastic grip and with steel
scabbard, 110cm
£150 - 180
2218
A Victorian Land Transport Corps
Sword (Gladius), the 56cm single edge
steel blade stamped with crown/16, the
brass cruciform hilt with pierced disc
quillons and ribbed grip, with brass
mounted leather scabbard, 73cm
£100 - 150
2219
A Georgian 1796 Pattern Heavy
Cavalry Officer’s Sword, the
associated 82cm double edge steel
blade with a central narrow fuller running
22cm from the hilt, the gilt brass hilt with
boat shape guard, wire bound grip and
baluster pommel, lacks scabbard
£100 - 150
2220
A 17th Century English Rapier, with
98.5cm double edge tapered steel
blade, the iron hilt with finely pierced
guard, recurving crossguard with nipple
shape quillons, with slender scroll
knucklebow and diaper carved and
reeded ivory grip, with fluted cushion
pommel, 116.5cm; an 18th Century
Small Sword, with 86cm colichemard
steel blade, iron hilt with double shell
guard chased with figures, finger rings,
caryatid knuckle bow, wire bound horn
grip and parcel gilt ovoid pommel with
raised and polished equestrian battle
scenes, 103cm (2)
£150 - 250
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2221
An 1853 Pattern Cavalry Trooper’s
Sword, the 84cm single edge fullered
steel blade stamped RODWELL & CO.,
LONDON, the iron three bar hilt
stamped N.S./B.D.A within a scalloped
oval panel, with rivetted chequered
leather grip scales, lacks scabbard,
97cm
£90 - 120
2222
An Italian Regia Aeronautica (Air
Force) Type Sword, with 75cm plain
quill-back steel blade, the brass hilt with
eagle head pommel, the guard cast as
its wing, with wrythen fluted orange
celluloid grip, lacks scabbard, 88cm
£150 - 250
2223
A 19th Century Spanish Infantry
Officer’s Sword, the 77cm single edge
plated steel blade with a narrow fuller to
edge and back edge, the gilt brass hilt
pierced and cast with the coat of arms of
Castile and León, with foliate tied
knuckle bow, oval foliate rosette pommel
cap and wire bound horn grip, with
plated steel scabbard, 94cm
£100 - 150
2224
A Late 19th Century Prussian ‘DoveHead’ Officer’s Sword, the 71cm single
edge fullered steel blade etched with
martial trophies, Prussian eagle and
inscribed EISENHAUER, the ricasso
stamped EWALD CLEFF, SOLINGEN,
the brass stirrup hilt with plain langets,
the ferrule stamped 13, wire bound
ribbed fishskin grip, with braided sword
knot and brass mounted leather
scabbard,
£100 - 150
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2225
A 16th Century German Style Halberd,
the 44cm diamond section tapering
spike flanked by a pierced shaped blade
and a down-swept peak, with short
langets rivetted to a chamfered square
section oak haft, 243cm
£100 - 150
2226
Two Medieval Style Polearms, each
with a diamond section cruciform socket
blade on an ebonised haft, 191cm and
193cm; a Lance, the 40cm triangular
section steel blade stamped A.N, with
socket on a cylindrical oak haft, 228cm
£150 - 250
2227
A Late 18th Century American
Infantry Officer’s Sword, with 70cm
single edge double fullered steel blade,
gilt brass hilt with slotted guard and
fluted knuckle bow, ribbed ivory grip and
lion head pommel, 85cm, lacks
scabbard
£100 - 200
2228
A 19th Century Plug Bayonet, the
20cm spear point steel blade double
edged for the last 10cm, with flat brass
bolster, German silver crossguard with
beaded globular quillons, with globular
and tapering cylindrical ebony grip, lacks
scabbard, 37cm
£80 - 120

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2229
A Copy of a U.S. Navy Dahlren
Bayonet/Bowie Knife, the 30.5cm
spear point steel blade stamped at the
ricasso AMES MFG CO CHICOPEE
MASS., the opposing side stamped
1861, with brass mounted leather
scabbard and leather frog, 44cm
£100 - 150

2233
A Rare British 1871 Pattern Elcho
Bayonet for the Martini Henry Rifle,
the broad saw-back leaf shape blade
stamped with maker’s logo of scales
flanked by A and C, with chequered
leather/composition two piece grip
scales, lacks scabbard
£200 - 300

2230
Three Miniature Sword Paperknives,
one as a mameluke sword with ivory grip
and parcel gilt plated scabbard, 21cm,
one as a US Naval sword with brass hilt
and black enamelled brass scabbard,
24cm, and one as a cavalry sword with
brass three bar hilt and steel scabbard,
28.5cm (3)
£150 - 200

2234
A British 1875 Pattern Artillery
Bayonet, the 51cm saw-back steel
blade with various inspector’s markings,
War Department broad arrow and Sold
Out of Service arrows, with chequered
black leather grip scales, the pommel
stamped 26, lacks scabbard; a French
M1866 Chassepot Yataghan Sword
Bayonet, with St Etienne steel blade,
the steel crossguard and scabbard
stamped with corresponding numbers K
93827 (2)
£100 - 200

2231
A French M1886/93/16 Lebel Bayonet,
with cruciform steel blade, brass hilt and
steel scabbard; also, a British No.4 Mk.II
spike bayonet, lacks scabbard, a model
of a signal cannon with 24cm brass
barrel and oak carriage, a black metal
police baton, a throwing axe and a
decorative ‘Fireman’s’ axe with leather
frog (6)
£100 - 150
2232
A 19th Century French Hunting Knife,
the 12cm pointed diamond section steel
blade stamped with a running boar at
the ricasso, the opposing side marked
Mle. Depose/90, with recurving German
silver crossguard, horn grip scales and
leather sheath; a Quantity of Various
Knives, mainly modern hunting and
folding pocket knives, and a modern tool
set
£100 - 150

2235
A William IV Court Sword by Prosser
of London, the 79cm diamond section
steel blade originally blued and with faint
etched decoration, the gilt brass hilt with
shell guard applied with crowned Royal
cypher, with short crossguard and stirrup
knuckle bow, cushioned crown pommel
and copper and sprung wire bound grip,
with gold and crimson lace strap and
bullion sword knot, the black leather
scabbard with gilt brass mounts, the
locket engraved PROSSER, Maker to
the King and Royal Family, LONDON,
£200 - 300
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2236
A Victorian Constabulary Hanger, the
60cm single edge fullered steel blade
double edged for the last 20cm, the
brass stirrup hilt with scroll quillon,
press-stud and ribbed fishskin grip, with
brass mounted leather scabbard, 75cm
£100 - 150
2237
A British Pattern 1887 Mk.I Sword
Bayonet, the 46.5cm steel blade with
various markings including crowned VR,
/86, C’91, WD arrow, crown/9/E,
crown/E/57, bend mark and crossed
through LM, with replaced stepped
muzzle ring, with steel mounted leather
scabbard; a Brown Bess Socket
Bayonet; the 42cm triangular section
steel blade fullered on the back, with
very faint markings, the arm stamped
40, 53cm, lacks scabbard (2)
£100 - 120
2238
A Georgian Spadroon, the 77.5cm
single edge fullered steel blade
engraved with a crowned bust portrait
and tendrils, the steel stirrup hilt with
pierced bowed guard and reeded ivory
grip, 82cm; a 19th Century Sidearm,
with 55cm broad fullered steel blade,
steel stirrup hilt with ribbed fishskin grip,
68cm; an Early 20th Century Court
Sword, the 79cm triangular section
fullered steel blade etched with stands of
arms, the steel hilt with cut steel beads
to the shell guard and knuckle bow,
96cm (3 - lack scabbards)
£200 - 250
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2239
A US Naval Sword, the 78.5cm fullered
blade etched with fouled anchor, USN
standard and ribbon scroll, the brass hilt
with guard pierced and cast with oak
leaves and U.S.N. ribbon, with dolphin
knucklebow and wire bound fishskin
grip, lacks scabbard, 92.5cm
£80 - 120
2240
An Edward VII 1897 Pattern Infantry
Officer’s Sword by Wilkinson Sword
Coy. Limtd., London, the 82.5cm
fullered steel blade etched with crowned
ERI cypher, the ricasso with gold Proved
poincon and etched with maker’s name,
the steel hilt pierced and engraved with
crowned ERI cypher, with wire bound
fishskin grip and leather service
scabbard with steel locket and chape,
101cm
£100 - 200
2241
A Victorian 1827 Pattern Infantry
Sword, the 82cm single edge fullered
steel blade faintly etched with Royal
cypher and foliage, the brass gothic hilt
with hinged guard, pierced and cast with
Royal cypher, with wire bound fishskin
grip, lacks scabbard, 95cm; a Modern
Indian Copy, with brass hilt and steel
scabbard (2)
£150 - 200

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2242
A Victorian 1827 Pattern Rifle
Regiment Sword, the 82cm single edge
fullered steel blade crisply etched with
strung bugle over RIFLES ribbon,
crowned VR cypher and foliate
strapwork, by G H Gilks, 3 Union Row,
Tower Hill, London, the steel gothic hilt
pierced and engraved with a crowned
strung bugle, wire bound black fishskin
grip, with steel two ring scabbard,
100cm
£100 - 200
2243
A Late 19th Century Italian Officer’s
Sword, the blade 79cm double edge
blued and gilt steel blade etched with
martial trophies and the Coat of Arms of
the Kingdom of Italy (1870-1890), one
side of the ricasso stamped
G.GILARDONI MILANO, the opposing
side with maker’s mark E & F Horster,
Solingen, the nickel plated three bar hilt
with ribbed black plastic grip and with
nickel plated two ring scabbard, 96cm
£100 - 150
2244
Two British M1858 Yataghan Sword
Bayonets, each with 58cm blade
stamped CHAVASSE at the ricasso,
chequered black leather grip scales, one
with pommel numbered 476, no other
visible markings, the other stamped
D/47 on the inner blade edge, the
pommel numbered 47 (2 - lack
scabbards)
£100 - 200
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2245
An Edward VII 1897 Pattern Infantry
Officer’s Levee Sword, the 82cm
fullered steel blade etched with Royal
Coat of Arms and cypher, the nickel
plated hilt pierced and engraved with
Royal cypher, with wire bound fishskin
grip, leather sword knot and plated
scabbard, 100cm
£100 - 200
2246
A George VI 1827 Pattern Naval
Officer’s Sword, the 80cm single edge
fullered steel blade etched with Royal
Coat of Arms, crowned fouled anchor
and foliage, with Proved poincon, the gilt
brass gothic hilt cast with crowned
fouled anchor, hinged guard, wire bound
fishskin grip and lion head pommel with
long mane running down the backstrap,
with brass mounted leather
scabbard,97.5cm
£250 - 350
2247
A First World War Trench Dagger by
Robbins of Dudley, the 12.5cm double
edge double fullered steel blade set at
an angle to the aluminium grip, with
shaped steel knuckle guard, the pommel
stamped with maker’s name, with
leather scabbard
£300 - 400
2248
A Victorian Prison Warder’s Hanger,
the 55cm single edge fullered steel
blade double edged for the last 19cm,
the steel stirrup hilt impressed with the
rack number 85 on the quillon, with
ribbed fishskin grip and steel mounted
leather scabbard, the locket stamped
with a broad arrow, 69cm
£120 - 180
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2249
A Victorian Senior Prison Warder’s
Hanger, the 59.5cm single edge
fullered steel blade double edged for the
last 20cm, the brass stirrup hilt with
scroll quillon, with ribbed fishskin grip,
the brass mounted leather scabbard
with leather frog stamped with Board of
Ordnance marks and broad arrow, 78cm
£150 - 200

2253
A Victorian Rifle Regiment Officer’s
Sword, the 82.5cm single edge fullered
steel blade etched with Queen’s crown,
crossed standards, strung bugle, with
Proved poincon, steel gothic hilt pierced
and engraved with a strung bugle, with
wire bound fishskin grip and leather
scabbard, 100cm
£100 - 150

2250
A Victorian 1821 Pattern Light Cavalry
Sword, the 89cm single edge fullered
steel blade double edged for the last
24cm, the left side stamped at the
ricasso with crown/E/6, the right side
stamped SS, the back edge stamped B
and B at a 17cm interval, ENFIELD
1843, crown/VR, the steel three bar hilt
with later black painted wood grip, lacks
scabbard, 105cm; a 1796 Pattern Light
Cavalry Sword, the back edge of the
blade stamped WOOLLEY (af) (2)
£180 - 250

2254
An Early 20th Century Court Sword,
the 80.5cm triangular section steel blade
etched with foliage and crossed
standards, by Parfitt, Roberts & Parfitt,
Jermyn St., London, the cut steel hilt
with shell guard and beaded grip, lacks
scabbard; a Small Sword, with
triangular section blade, the steel hilt
with oval guard, facetted grip and urn
pommel, lacks scabbard; three Edged
Weapons, comprising a fencing foil by
Leon Paul, a Burmese Dha with brass
banded hilt and wood scabbard, and a
copy sword with brown velvet covered
scabbard (5)
£200 - 250

2251
An Interesting Late 17th/Early 18th
Century Shotley Bridge General
Purpose Knife, the 23.5cm single edge
steel blade with slightly curved back
edge, one side engraved SHOTLEY,
with rivetted bone handle, 36cm
£100 - 150
2252
A Victorian 1827 Pattern Infantry
Officer’s Sword, the 82cm single edge
fullered steel blade etched with Royal
cypher and scrolling foliage, by Gobby &
Co., Leicester St., Regent St., London,
the brass gothic hilt pierced and cast
with Royal cypher, with hinged guard,
wire bound fishskin grip and brass
scabbard, 98cm
£150 - 250
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2255
A Khyber Type Knife, with 28cm single
edge steel blade and walnut grip scales;
a Modern Bowie Knife, the blade
decorated with a repeating rifle, with
teak two piece coffin handle; two
Modern Hunting Knives, one with
antler handle and leather sheath, the
other with Schrade blade and Old Timer
black nylon sheath (4)
£100 - 150
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2256
A Scottish Skein Dhu, with scallop
back steel blade, the ebony grip carved
on one side with basket weave, with foil
backed stone pommel and leather
scabbard with silver coloured metal
mounts; a 19th Century Ceylonese Pia
Ketta, with clip point steel blade, the
horn grip carved with foliage and with
copper filigree mounts, lacks scabbard;
a 19th Century Small Knife, with
reeded ivory grip; a 19th Century
Bronze Signal Cannon Barrel, 22cm,
lacks carriage; also, a sword scabbard;
and a leather swagger stick (6)
£180 - 250
2257
A 19th Century Folding Knife by
Joseph Rodgers, Sheffield, the 19cm
single edge steel blade with slightly
chamfered tip, stamped with maker’s
name and address No.6 Norfolk St.,
Sheffield, German silver crossguard and
antler grip scales, one side set with
release button, the leather scabbard with
German silver chape engraved
R.QR.MR.SERGT. S.G.HARRISON
(HALLAMSHIRE BATT.) 2/4 YORK &
LANCS. SHEFFIELD
£150 - 250
2258
An Early 19th Century Mameluke
Sword, the 78cm single edge curved
steel blade double edged for the last
27cm, the steel hilt with baluster quillons
and cruciform langets to the diamond
section crossguard, the ivory grip scales
with gilt brass foliate rosette rivet and
pierced eyelet at the pommel, 92cm,
lacks scabbard
£100 - 200
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2259
A Kukri, with chromed steel blade,
bolster and wood grip, with leather
sheath; a Small Kindjal, with horn grip
scales and brass scabbard (2)
£40 - 60
2260
A 19th Century Vanuatu War Club, of
dark red hardwood, the domed
mushroom type pommel over a four
lobed head interspersed with triangular
section blocks, with cylindrical haft and
conical butt, 86cm
£150 - 250
2261
An Early 20th Century Samoan War
Club, of dense hard wood, each side of
the diamond section head with toothed
decoration, on a tapered haft, the flat
butt carved with a raised central ridge,
67cm; an Australian Aboriginal
Boomerang, one side slightly convex
and stone carved with undulating bands,
56.5cm (2)
£150 - 250
2262
A 19th Century North African Dagger,
with 18.5cm spear point steel blade,
elongated diamond shape steel
crossguard, the brass grip inlaid with
vertical bands of bone, with brass
mounted leather scabbard, 32cm
Provenance:- Recovered after the
aftermath of the South Shields riots
between Yemeni and British sailors in
1930
£80 - 120
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2263
A Collection of Seven Late 19th/20th
Century African Spears, Upper
Congo, five with long waisted leaf shape
iron heads, two with currency heads,
one with plain wood haft, the rest with
iron spike butts, together with custom
made ebonised wood stands
£100 - 200
2264
A Collection of Seven Late 19th/20th
Century African Spears, Upper
Congo, most with leaf shape iron heads,
one with iron spike butt, five with wood
hafts coiled with bands of iron, one with
plain wood haft af, together with custom
made ebonised wood stands
£100 - 200
2265
A Presentation Kukri to the 6th Queen
Elizabeth’s Own Gurkha Rifles, the
horn grip with chromed pommel, with
silver mounted crimson velvet scabbard
and two small sharpening knives; a Very
Similar Kukri, with silver mounted
crimson velvet scabbard; four Nepalese
Kukris, three with horn grips and
sharpening knives, one with bone grip,
all with leather scabbards (6)
£120 - 180
2266
An Arab Jambiya, with simulated
amber grip and leather scabbard; a
Small Malayan Knife, the wood grip
carved as the head of a parrot, with
wood scabbard; a Small Kukri, with
brass scabbard; a Hunting Knife, the
grip made from stacked leather washers,
with leather sheath (4)
£80 - 120
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2267
A Late 19th Century Zulu Chief’s
Rhinoceros Horn Walking Stick, with
offset ovoid grip, the tapering haft later
pierced just below the handle for a wrist
strap (lacking) 74cm, 283.5gms
£1000 - 2000
2268
An Early 20th Century Zulu
Knobkerrie, of hard wood with deep
chestnut coloured patina, the
compressed heptagonal head with large
natural split, on a tapering haft, the butt
with cord bound grip, 74cm
£100 - 150
2269
A Dyak Head Hunter’s Mandau, with
57cm clip point steel blade, the bone hilt
with woven brass grip, the angled
pommel carved with grotesque tusked
mask and set with trimmed hair tufts,
with rattan bound two piece wood
scabbard with palm leaf pouch for a
whittling knife - missing, 76cm
£80 - 120
2270
A 19th Century Indo-Persian Hide
Dhal, of slightly convex circular form,
painted with tendrils on a green field
within a border of stiff leaves and tendrils
in cream and gold, with four bronze
conical bosses holding the red wool
hand cushion and handles to the red
painted reverse, 47.5cm; a Modern
Indian Small Brass Shield, engraved
and enamelled with foliage, 27cm by
18cm (2)
£200 - 300

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2271
An Indian Small Knife, with single edge
steel blade, curved horn handle and
brass mounted bone and horn scabbard;
a Shillelagh, of dark stained root wood;
a Leather Bound Cosh, with leather
wrist strap (3)
£70 - 80
2272
An Early 20th Century Papua New
Guinea Palm Wood Sword Club, of
flattened diamond section, one side
lightly carved with a stylised insect, with
cruciform pommel, 88cm (af); a 19th
Century Sudanese Sword, 64cm
double edge steel blade, the hilt and
scabbard of crocodile and snake skin,
80cm; three African Spears, one with
barbed steel head, two with leaf shape
heads, on cane hafts bound with coiled
steel (5)
£150 - 180
2273
An Indonesian Klewang, the 40cm
straight back steel blade with broad
curved edge, wood pistol grip and one
sided wood scabbard covered in
leatherette; a Similar Mâchéte, with
black plastic grip and leather scabbard;
three Indonesian Self Bows, of rich
brown hardwood, 102cm with cane
string, 168cm and 120cm; two African
Spears, each with leaf shape blade and
spike butt (7)
£80 - 120
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2274
Two Tuareg Short Swords, each with
curved double edge steel blade stamped
with roundels and scalloping, with
leather bound hilt and scabbard; a
Masai Lion Spear, the elongated double
edge steel blade with raised medial
ridge, short wood haft and steel spike
butt; a Sudanese Sword, with leather
bound grip (4)
£80 - 120
2275
An 18th Century Indian Talwar, the
77cm single edge curved steel blade
double edged for the last 27cm, the steel
hilt with koftgari decoration of flowering
stems, palmettes and parrots, with scroll
knuckle bow and disc pommel, lacks
scabbard, 90cm
£120 - 180
2276
A Late 19th Century Burmese Dha,
with 53.5cm single edge steel blade, the
silver covered long cylindrical hilt with
ringed decoration and conical pommel,
lacks scabbard, 98cm; a Caucasian
Kindjal, the wood hilt and scabbard
applied with bands of white metal; an
Indian Dagger, with ebony and brass
grip and brass scabbard (3)
£80 - 120
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2277
A Late 19th Century Moro Kris,
Philippines, with 55cm slightly wavy
pamor blade, ringed silver mendak,
braided string bound grip and ivory
pommel carved as a stylised bird’s head
with scroll crest and beak, lacks
scabbard, 69.5cm; a Borneo Kris, with
27cm pamor blade, plaited sennet
bound grip and bone offset pommel
carved as a grotesque horned mask,
with wood scabbard, 45cm (2)
£100 - 150
2278
An Indian Khanjar Dagger, the 18cm
double edge curved steel blade inlaid
with silver arabesques at the ricasso, the
curved steel hilt with earred pommel with
steel scabbard, all with foliate niello
decoration, 32.5cm
£80 - 120
2279
A 19th Century Afghan Khyber Knife,
the 60cm T section steel blade with
narrow fuller to the back edge, steel
bolster and wrythen fluted horn grip
scales, lacks scabbard, 74cm
£150 - 200
2280
A Javanese Kris, with 34cm straight
pamor blade, the beaded mendak set
with ruby and diamond type stones, the
wood pistol grip carved with scrolls, the
wood scabbard with boat shape wranka
and applied with leaf shaped panels,
49cm; a Javanese Kris, with 31cm
straight pamor blade, brass floriform
mendak, the horn grip pierced and
carved with bands of foliage, with wood
scabbard, 43cm (2)
£150 - 180
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2281
An Unusual 19th Century Zulu
Rhinoceros Horn Prestige Staff, with
rounded bifurcated head and tapering
haft, one side incised with the initials
E.A.(M?), 64cm, 429g
£2500 - 3000
2282
A Late 19th Century Zulu
“Executioner’s” Knobkerry, of lignum
vitae, with large globular head and
slightly tapering cylindrical haft, the butt
bearing a collector’s number 834,
52.5cm
Provenance:- Private Collection AfricaArms Germany, Private UK
Collection
£300 - 400
2283
An Early 20th Century Shona
Ceremonial Axe, the slender recurving
blade inserted through the bulbous
head, the cylindrical haft intricately
bound with brass wire, on a modern
display stand, 46cm
£200 - 300
2284
An Early 20th Century Zulu
Knobkerrie, with large globular head on
a slightly waisted cylindrical haft, 73cm;
a Shona Axe, the tang of the triangular
shape blade inserted into the swollen
head of the wood haft; a Sudanese
Dagger, with wood grip and leather
scabbard; a Small African Figure, of
carved wood, standing holding a staff;
four Various Manillas, in brass and
nickel (8)
£100 - 150

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2285
A 19th Century Ethiopian Chief’s
Stool, the deeply concave circular seat
set with an old paper label inscribed
‘Old African Chief’s Stool, Brought by
Capt.Hamilton, 1845’, raised upon four
outward splayed legs, 42cm diameter,
26cm high
£150 - 250
2286
An Early 20th Century Tsonga
Headrest, of honey coloured wood, the
curved top with chip carved decoration
to each end, on two horizontally fluted
pillars on a double lobed base, 21.5cm
Provenance:- Private Swiss Collection,
Private UK Collection
£300 - 500
2287
An Early 20th Century Zulu Headrest,
of dark patinated wood, the curved
rectangular top with pendant block
carved terminals, on a pierced circular
support and domed rectangular base,
the sides inset with geometric designs in
tiny glass beads, the underside of the
base inscribed D.V.C. in red and black
ink, 24.5cm
£600 - 800
2288
A Late 19th Century Shona Headrest,
of dark patinated wood, the dished
rectangular top with flute carved
terminals, on a double X and circle
support and double lobed base, 17.5cm
(af)
Provenance:- Gallery Ezakwantu,
Private UK Collection
£100 - 150
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GUN ACCESSORIES
2289
A Large 19th Century Continental
Powder Horn, made in two sections,
with braided cotton binding and shoulder
strap, with cylindrical wood stopper and
conical plug, 85cm an Indian Kukri,
with white metal and horn grip, leather
scabbard and single sharpening knife;
two African Arrows, the steel heads
inserted into the cane hafts (4)
£80 - 120
2290
A Xythos Automatic Miniature Pinfire
Revolver, with magazine and cartridges;
a Quantity of Gun Accessories,
including two modern copper pistol
flasks, a bullet mould, a pair of tweezers,
tins of caps, nipple key, turnscrew, blank
firing cartridges, an Arab steel small
powder flask with suspender bar, a small
knife with ribbed brass handle screwing
into the cylindrical scabbard, two cases
suitable for conversion for pistols etc
£100 - 150
2291
A 19th Century Copper Pistol Flask, of
plain bag shape, with external steel
spring and brass charger; Accessories,
comprising four pewter oil bottles, one
stamped G & J W Hawksley, four bone
and one ebony pellet/nipple boxes of
cylindrical form with screw covers, and
four Joyce percussion cap tins (14)
£150 - 200
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2292
A Collection of 19th Century Gun
Accessories, comprising a turnscrew
with walnut handle, an ivory and
rosewood handled nipple brush, three
steel bullet moulds, two ebony handled
nipple keys, two spring clamps, three
cleaning rods (12)
£150 - 250
2293
An Early 20th Century Brass Bound
Leather Cartridge Case, the hinged
cover embossed O.D.W., with brass
buckled securing straps, bound edges,
lock and D rings to the rolled leather
handle, the oak lined interior with five
removable dividing panels and six
leather lifting straps, the crimson baize
lined inner cover set with retailer’s paper
label for Finnigans, London, Liverpool &
Manchester, 48cm by 31cm by 15cm
£250 - 350
2294
A Quantity of Various Gun Slips,
including four zip closing pistol cases
£50 - 80
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AIR WEAPONS AND FIREARMS
2295
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Diana Series 70 Model 79 .22
Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle, no
visible number, with beech semi pistol
grip stock, set with a Nikko Stirling Silver
Crown 6X40 scope; a Gamo CF-20 .177
Calibre Air Rifle, numbered 2166414,
with beech stock (2)
£70 - 80
2296
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Weihrauch HW 97 K .22 Calibre Air
Rifle, number 1508420, the barrel
stamped HULL CARTRIDGE, with
under-lever cocking, beech stock with
chequered semi pistol grip, set with an
SMK 3-90X40 scope, with wool lined
green nylon slip
£150 - 180
2297
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Webley Stingray II Quattro PowrLok .22 Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle,
number 0609 02521, the walnut stock
with chequered semi pistol grip and foreend, with rubber recoil pad
£100 - 150

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2298
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Weihrauch HW80 .22 Calibre Break
Barrel Air Rifle, numbered 1519626,
the blackened barrel stamped HULL
CARTRIDGE, with adjustable sight,
beech stock with chequered semi pistol
grip, set with a Hawke Sport HD 4X32
scope; a Webley Hawk Mk.II .22
Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle,
numbered 545655, with beech semi
pistol grip stock (2)
£200 - 300
2299
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A 1930’s BSA Breakdown Pattern .177
Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle,
numbered B6538, with BSA piled arms
mark near the adjustable rear sight,
walnut semi-pistol grip stock with
chequered BSA grip
£150 - 180
2300
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Webley & Scott Jaguar .177 Calibre
Break Barrel Air Rifle, numbered 1135,
with beech stock; a Gem Type .177
Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle, with
octagonal barrel and walnut stock af; a
Belgian Blank Firing Revolver, six
shot, with folding trigger and plated
finish; a Diana SP50 Air Pistol, .177
calibre, in original box; a Diana Model 2
Air Pistol, push barrel with beech grip
(5)
£100 - 150
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2301
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Webley Nemesis .22 Calibre Co2 Air
Pistol, no visible numbers, with black
gloss and matt finish; a Webley
Hurricane .22 Calibre Air Pistol, no
visible numbers, with black gloss finish
(2)
£100 - 150
2302
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Webley Premier .22 Calibre Air
Pistol, numbered 2098, with blued finish
and bakelite chequered grip scales;
another Example, in .177 calibre,
numbered 535 (2)
£100 - 150
2303
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Webley Senior .177 Calibre Air
Pistol, numbered S4652, with W & S
chequered black plastic grip scales;
another Example, numbered 478, with
brown bakelite chequered grip scales (2)
£120 - 180
2304
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Webley Junior .177 Calibre Air
Pistol, numbered 450, with black gloss
finish, chequered black plastic grip
scales, in cardboard box with darts; a
Pre-War Webley .177 Calibre Air Pistol
Mk.I, numbered 44195, with walnut grip
scales (2)
£100 - 150
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2305
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
Three Webley Junior .177 Calibre Air
Pistols, with blued finish, one with
bronzed frame and trigger guard,
numbered 710, 52 and 042, with
chequered black plastic grip scales (3)
£150 - 180
2306
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Walther LP 53 .177 Calibre Air
Pistol, numbered 121461, with brown
plastic chequered grip scales.
£150 - 200
2307
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Hämmerli Co2-Master-Sportpistole,
.177 calibre, numbered 24206, with
brown plastic ergonomic grip, in original
box
£100 - 150
2308
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
A Crosman Medalist II Model 1300
Single Shot .22 Calibre Pump Action
Target Pistol, numbered 155511, with
brown tortoiseshell effect plastic grip
scales and fore-end, in original box; a
Healthways TopScore 175 BB Air
Pistol, numbered 0441621, in original
box (2)
£70 - 100
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2309
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEAR OF
AGE OR OVER
A Walther P88-8 Compact Blank
Firing Automatic Starting Pistol, with
blackened finish, in black nylon holster
with instruction leaflet and a small
number of blank cartridges; two Modern
Non-Working Revolvers:- Smith &
Wesson .357 Magnum and Taurus .38
Special (3)
£100 - 150
2310
PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF
AGE OR OVER
An SMK .22 Calibre Break Barrel Air
Rifle, no visible number, with push
safety, walnut semi pistol grip stock,
surmounted by a Nikko Stirling Mount
Master 4X32 scope; a Slavia ZVP .177
Calibre Break Barrel Air Pistol,
number 75780, with beech stock; a
Webley Sports Starting Pistol, with
chequered bakelite grip (3)
£150 - 180
2311
REGISTERED FIREARMS DEALER
ONLY
A Working Copy of a Flintlock
Kentucky Rifle, with 84cm octagonal
browned steel barrel, chiselled lock plate
and tiger stripe maple full stock with
brass furniture, with suede slip case
£80 - 120

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2312
FIREARMS CERTIFICATE REQUIRED
FOR THIS LOT
A Modern Working Copy of a
Percussion Cavalry Carbine, .710
calibre, the 64cm smooth bore steel
barrel with marks for Black Powder,
numbered 138, the walnut full stock with
two steel barrel bands, brass fore-end
tip, trigger guard and butt plate, with
saddle ring and bar, and swivel steel
ramrod, 105cm, with a sheepskin lined
canvas and leather slip case
£80 - 120
2313
REGISTERED FIREARMS DEALER
ONLY
A Working Copy of a Flintlock Pistol,
with beech full stock; a Working Copy
of a Percussion Service Pistol, the
lock plate marked with crowned VR
cypher and date 1845; a Working Copy
of a Single Action Six Shot
Percussion Revolver, with brass frame;
a Working Copy of a Signal Cannon,
with 29cm brass barrel, on a wood
carriage (4)
£50 - 60
ANTIQUE FIREARMS
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2315
An 18th Century “Queen Anne”
Travelling Pistol by L Barbar, London,
with drum and nipple conversion from a
flintlock, with 13.5cm turn-off steel
cannon barrel, the underside of the
action engraved BARBAR, with London
proof marks and maker’s poincon, the
walnut tear drop carved bag butt with
chequered grip and white metal
grotesque mask pommel and shaped
side plate, 29cm
£250 - 350
2316
A Mid 19th Century French .46 Calibre
Six Shot Percussion Revolver by
Houllier-Blanchard, Paris, with blued
finish, the 16cm octagonal sighted barrel
engraved F.P.Houllier-Blanchard Bte.a
Paris to the top flat, the right side set
with hinged loading lever, the right side
of the frame and the cylinder numbered
694, the trigger guard with recurving
finger rest, the walnut chequered grip
carved with formal leaf tips behind the
frame, the rounded pommel set with
steel hinged cap box, 31cm; a Copy of
a US Brass Powder Flask, embossed
with crossed State standards and
cannon, with screw-out charger (2)
£800 - 1200

2314
An 18th Century Signal Cannon, the
32cm ringed iron barrel bored for half
the diameter from the touch hole to
approximately 10cm from the muzzle,
with globular cascabel and cylindrical
trunnions, on a later teak carriage with
solid wheels and rope pull, 43cm
£300 - 500
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2317
A Potsdam 1851 Percussion Cavalry
Pistol, 18 bore, the 23cm round barrel
with ringed muzzle and blade fore-sight,
the top flat stamped with crowned proof
mark, 18., 1851 and 1860, the lock plate
marked Potsdam, G.S., with sprung
snap cap, walnut half stock with brass
fore-end tip/barrel band, trigger guard
with finger rest stamped U.9. 4.F. 18.,
the brass pommel with steel lanyard
ring, metal parts and stock with
numerous inspection stamps, 37cm
£300 - 500
2318
An 18th Century Continental Flintlock
Holster Pistol, the 36cm steel barrel
with chiselled formal leaf design at the
breech and with maker’s gold poincon
mark of a rampant lion, the lockplate
indistinctly engraved, walnut full stock
with steel studded decoration to the grip,
with rounded pommel, brass trigger
guard and side plate, 50cm
£150 - 180
2319
A 19th Century Belgian Side by Side
Double Barrel Percussion Pocket
Pistol, with 8cm turn-off steel barrels,
foliate engraved box lock with Liege
proof marks, walnut bag butt, 18cm
£70 - 100
2320
A 19th Century Percussion Pocket
Pistol, the 6cm round turn-off steel
barrel with Birmingham proof marks,
foliate engraved box lock and walnut
slab butt, 17.5cm; a 19th Century
Continental Percussion Pocket Pistol,
with 8cm octagonal steel barrel, box
lock, walnut slab butt, 18cm (2)
£120 - 180
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2321
An Early 19th Century Flintlock
Pocket Pistol by Archer of London,
the 6cm round turn-off steel barrel with
London proof marks, the box lock
engraved with martial trophies enclosing
maker’s name, with slide safety, foliate
engraved trigger guard and walnut slab
butt with silver escutcheon, 18cm
£150 - 180
2322
An 18th Century Spanish Miquelet
Lock Pocket Pistol, the 10cm round
steel barrel octagonal at the breech, with
maker’s indistinct gold poincon, walnut
full stock with foliate chased and
engraved brass side plate, ramrod
pipes, butt cap and escutcheon, with
brass tipped steel ramrod and steel
trigger guard, 19cm
£200 - 300
2323
A Colt Model 1849 Five Shot
Percussion Pocket Revolver, .31
calibre, the 15cm octagonal steel barrel
with two line address within single
brackets ADDRESS SAML.COLT/NEW
YORK CITY, the underside with hinged
loading lever, the left side of the frame
stamped COLTS PATENT, with small
oval brass trigger guard and back strap,
walnut grip scales, all metal parts
numbered 75078, 28cm
£400 - 600
2324
A 19th Century Continental
Percussion Service Pistol, with 21cm
octagonal steel barrel, plain lock plate,
walnut stock with brass furniture, the
butt cap with steel lanyard ring, with
wood ramrod, 33cm, af
£150 - 250

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2325
A 19th Century Indian Flintlock
Blunderbuss Pistol, the 22.5cm
damascus barrel inlaid with scrolling
tendrils in silver, the lock plate engraved
with a comic rampant lion, the walnut full
stock with brass furniture and steel
ramrod, 43.5cm
£250 - 350
2326
A Pair of Late 18th Century Officer’s
Belt Pistols by Knubley, London,
converted to percussion from flintlock,
each with 23.5cm steel barrel faintly
stamped LONDON, the underside with
traces of London proof marks and
stamped STUBBS, with signed lock
plate, walnut stock with facetted grip and
squared off pommel, steel ramrod pipes,
foliate engraved trigger guard with
pineapple finial, with steel belt hook and
steel tipped wood ramrod, 38.5cm, in an
oak case fitted with accessories
including copper combination flask,
cleaning rod with brass jag, steel bullet
mould etc
£800 - 1200
2327
A Starr Arms Company 44 Calibre
1858 Double Action Percussion Six
Shot Army Revolver, number 12380,
with 15cm sighted barrel, the right side
of the frame stamped STARR’S PATENT
JAN.15 1856, the left side STARR
ARMS CO. NEW YORK, with hinged
loading lever and walnut grip, 29.5cm
£500 - 600
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2328
A 19th Century Six Shot Pepperbox
Revolver, the 6cm steel cylinder with
Birmingham proof marks, foliate
engraved steel bar hammer, action,
trigger guard and pommel, with walnut
grip scales, 19cm
£180 - 250
2329
A 19th Century Percussion Belt Pistol
by S Nock, London, the 13.5cm
octagonal browned twist sighted barrel
engraved REGENT CIRCUS,
PICCADILLY, LONDON to the top flat,
London proof marks, with signed and
foliate engraved blued steel back action
lock plate, slide safety, hammer and belt
clip, chequered walnut grip with steel
cap box to the rounded oval pommel,
with swivel steel ramrod, 28cm
£350 - 450
2330
A 19th Century 25 Bore Percussion
Pocket Pistol by W.Bond, converted
from a flintlock, the 9cm round steel
sighted barrel engraved LOMBARD
STRt. LONDON, the signed and sunray
engraved lock plate with slide safety,
walnut full stock with chequered bag
butt, silver escutcheon, steel trigger
guard with pineapple finial and spurred
butt plate, with later wood ramrod,
18.5cm
£250 - 350
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2331
A Smith & Wesson Model 1½ .32
Calibre Rimfire Five Shot Revolver,
Second Issue, the 9cm barrel stamped
on the raised rib +SMITH & WESSON
SPRINGFIELD MASS. PAT.APR.3 55
JULY 5 59 & NOV.21 65+, the whole
hinged and rising for loading, with fluted
cylinder, spurred cock, sheath trigger,
two piece rosewood bird’s head grip
scales, the back strap numbered 60789
£300 - 500
2332
An Early 19th Century Continental
Side by Side Double Barrel Flintlock
Pocket Pistol, with 3.5cm turn-off steel
barrels, box lock, slide safety, concealed
triggers, stamped 1300, with walnut slab
butt, 14.5cm
£200 - 300
2333
A 19th Century Six Shot Double
Action Pinfire Revolver, the 8.5cm
round sighted barrel with Birmingham
proof marks, folding trigger and
chequered bag butt, 18cm; a Nonworking Copy of a Scottish Flintlock
Belt Pistol, all steel, with ram’s horn
pommel, 32cm; a German Rimfire
Starting Pistol, with sheath trigger and
steel bird head grip, all in a modern
wood case (4)
£150 - 200
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2334
A 19th Century Continental
Percussion Travelling Pistol, with
12.5cm octagonal steel barrel, plain lock
with slide safety, walnut full stock with
chequered grip and steel swivel ramrod,
23cm; two 19th Century Percussion
Pocket Pistols, both with blued finish,
Birmingham proof marks, one with
4.5cm turn-off barrel, rounded action and
concealed trigger, with chequered bag
butt, the other with 7cm turn-off barrel
and box lock, with walnut slab butt (3)
£180 - 250
2335
An 18th Century “Queen Anne”
Flintlock Travelling Pistol, with 10cm
turn-off cannon barrel with London proof
marks, the box lock signed J. KNIGHTS,
HALESWORTH, the walnut slab butt
inlaid with scrolling tendrils in silver wire,
21cm; a 19th Century Over and Under
Double Barrel Travelling Pistol, the
8cm octagonal barrels with Birmingham
proof marks, foliate engraved box lock
and chequered walnut bag butt, 20cm
(2)
£250 - 350
2336
A 19th Century J.R.Cooper’s Patent
Six Shot Pepperbox Revolver, the
8.5cm fluted cylinder with Birmingham
proof marks, signed and foliate
engraved action with ring trigger and
walnut bag butt, 19.5cm
£180 - 250

All lots subject to a buyer’s premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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2337
A 19th Century Percussion Side Lock
Belt Pistol, with 10.5cm sighted
octagonal steel barrel, London proof
marks, foliate engraved decoration to
the hammer, action and trigger guard,
the chequered walnut butt with nickel
escutcheon and nickel band to the
squared off pommel, with swivel steel
ramrod, 24cm
£250 - 350
2338
A 19th Century Percussion Pocket
Pistol by J & F Peacock, Bradford, the
8cm octagonal turn-off steel barrel with
Birmingham proof marks, dolphin
hammer, foliate engraved brass box lock
signed on the tang, with concealed
trigger, the finely chequered walnut grip
with oval escutcheon and squared off
butt with nickel plated domed oval
pommel set with hinged cap box,
18.5cm
£250 - 350
2339
A Colt Model 1849 Five Shot
Percussion Pocket Revolver, .31
calibre, the 15cm octagonal steel barrel
with two line address within single
brackets ADDRESS SAML.COLT/NEW
YORK CITY, the underside with hinged
loading lever, the left side of the frame
stamped COLTS PATENT, with small
oval brass trigger guard and back strap,
walnut grip scales, the cylinder marked
COLT’S PATENT, all metal parts
numbered 65514, 27cm, with an
associated leather holster
£500 - 800
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2340
A Stevens ‘Old Model’ Rimfire Pocket
Pistol, the 7.5cm round blued steel
barrel octagonal at the breech, marked
J.STEVENS & CO.CHICOPEE/
FALLS.MASS.PAT.SEP.6.1864 to the top
flat, hinged to load and numbered 48,
the brass frame with semi-circular side
plate, sheath trigger and rosewood grip
scales with flat butt, 14cm (repair to
barrel)
£180 - 250
2341
An Early 19th Century Flintlock
Pocket Pistol, with 6cm round brass
barrel, the underside stamped X, foliate
engraved brass box lock, steel trigger
guard, the tang stamped GI, with walnut
slab butt, 16cm
£180 - 250
2342
An Early 19th Century Flintlock
Pocket Pistol by Labron, Leeds, the
6cm brass cannon barrel octagonal at
the breech and now with an ebony
stopper, the brass box lock signed and
engraved with a martial trophy, with slide
safety, concealed trigger, the walnut slab
butt with silver oval escutcheon, 14.5cm
£200 - 300
2343
A Good Pair of Non-working Copies
of Flintlock Pistols, each with a 30cm
round steel barrel, walnut full stock with
brass furniture, one with brass tipped
wood ramrod, in a red velvet lined
mahogany case with brass banding to
the hinged cover
£150 - 200
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2344
A Tower New Land Pattern Cavalry
Pistol Converted to Percussion, (as
issued to “The King’s German Legion”),
the 23cm steel barrel with Tower
Ordnance marks and Hanoverian
numbers 60 to most parts, with typical
Hanoverian conversion features
including lateral safety bolt and
reinforced brass throat plate to the
walnut stock, the steel lock plate
stamped with crowned GR, crowned
arrowhead and TOWER, with brass foreend tip, trigger guard, sideplate and butt
cap with steel lanyard ring and steel
swivel ramrod, 37.5cm
Footnote:-This pistol was issued to
Hanoverian Troops who fought with the
British at Waterloo. Following the
cessation of hostilities the Legion
returned to Hanover with their arms
which, in the 1840’s, were converted to
percussion, the rammer throats were
strengthened with a brass plate and a
cross-bolt safety was fitted. The number
60 which is stamped on the pistol relates
to the numbering system use by
Hanover’s Garde-Kurassieregiment
£500 - 600
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2345
A Beaumont Adams 120 Bore Five
Shot Double Action Percussion
Revolver by the London Armoury
Company, the 11cm octagonal blued
steel sighted barrel stamped L.A.C. and
with London proof marks, with Kerr side
rammer, the top of the frame engraved
LONDON ARMOURY, the right side
engraved B.17,457 ADAM’S PATENT
No.33,204R, with slide safety latch, the
cylinder stamped 33,204/R, with
chequered walnut grip, in the original
oak case, the inner lid with paper label
for London Armoury Company (Limited),
James Kerr & Co., Successors,36 King
William Street, London Bridge, the green
baize lined interior fitted with
accessories comprising a G & J W
Hawkesley pistol flask, oil bottle, leather
cap bag, cap tin and a brass and steel
bullet mould stamped W D for William
Davis, mould maker for Webley
**The label is rare, being a temporary
one used by Kerr for a short time after
taking over the LAC in 1867, and before
moving to new premises. The bullet
mould is of a type normally found with
Webley revolvers
£1500 - 2000
2346
A 19th Century .36 Single Action Six
Shot Percussion Revolver by the
Metropolitan Arms Company of New
York, with later silver plated finish, the
19cm octagonal barrel with under-lever
rammer, with small oval trigger guard
and walnut grip scales, the cylinder and
all metal parts numbered 1343, (date of
manufacture 1864), 32.5cm
£800 - 1200
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2347
A Tranter’s Patent Double Action Five
Shot 120 Bore Percussion Revolver
by Wm. & Jno. Rigby, 24 Suffolk St,
Dublin, with blued finish, the 9cm
octagonal barrel engraved with maker’s
name to the top flat flanked by leaves
and with Birmingham proof marks, the
right side of the frame engraved
No.19912 T, with hinged safety latch, the
left side stamped TRANTER’S PATENT,
and with Tranter’s Patent side rammer,
with chequered walnut grip, in original
mahogany brass screwed case the
green baize lined interior fitted with
accessories comprising brass and steel
bullet mould, copper pistol flask, pewter
oil bottle, ebony handled turnkey and
nipple key, cleaning rod, two tins with
paper labels for Tranter’s Patent
Lubricating Composition and Lubricating
Bullets, an Eley Bros. cap tin and
instruction leaflet
£1500 - 2000
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2348
A Pair of Late 18th/Early 19th Century
Officer’s 20 Bore Percussion Pistols
by H W Mortimer, London, converted
from flintlock, each with 20cm browned
steel barrel, signed within a tear-drop
panel to the top flat and with London
proof marks, with signed lock plate,
walnut full stock with brass escutcheon
engraved FM 1831, brass ramrod pipes,
trigger guard and side plate, with bag
butt and horn tipped wood ramrod, in
original oak case, the green baize lined
interior fitted with accessories
comprising copper pistol flask of canted
rectangular form, steel bullet mould,
ebony and brass cleaning rod, lead
bullets and a typed note regarding
provenance
**Purchased by the Honourable Francis
Mulliner, the carriage builder of
Northampton, in June 1811. They were
converted to percussion in 1831 as
described on the escutcheons.
£1000 - 1500
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2349
A Victorian Enfield Percussion Two
Band Cavalry Carbine, as issued to
mounted Customs Officers, the 53cm
steel barrel with various inspector’s
markings, the lock plate stamped with a
crown and later Farsi type markings and
numbers, the walnut full stock with two
barrel bands with War Department
markings, brass trigger guard and two
piece butt plate, the right side of the butt
inset with brass roundel stamped
EXCISE & SALT.D.14 and with a
branded roundel marked R. crown M
ENFIELD enclosing 1 and with 1 below,
with steel saddle bar and ring, two sling
swivels and captive ramrod, 93cm; an
Indian Kukri, with brass mounted wood
grip and leather scabbard with two
sharpening knives (2)
£250 - 350
2350
A 19th Century Continental
Percussion Musket, the 82cm round
barrel with no visible markings, the lock
plate with indistinct markings, walnut full
stock with two steel barrel bands and
sling swivels, brass fore-end tip, trigger
guard and butt plate, with webbing sling
and an associated socket bayonet, the
fullered triangular section blade stamped
REEVES, with brass mounted leather
scabbard
£250 - 350
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2351
A Victorian Percussion Two Band
Cavalry Carbine, the 53cm steel barrel
with various inspection marks, London
proof marks and stamped N.S. B.C.H.,
the lock plate with crowned VR,
1851/ENFIELD, the walnut full stock with
brass fore-end tip, brass trigger guard
and butt plate, with steel saddle ring and
bar, and swivel steel ramrod, 93cm; a
Small Quantity of Gun Cleaning
Equipment, including a boxed 12 bore
set (2)
£200 - 300
2352
A Victorian 1856 Pattern Enfield
Sepoy Two Band Percussion Musket,
the right side of the 83.5cm smooth bore
barrel set with a bayonet lug and with V
rear sight, no visible markings, with
unmarked lock plate and brass chained
snapcap, the walnut full stock with brass
fore-end tip, trigger guard stamped 18,
and butt plate, with two steel barrel
bands, sling swivels and ramrod, 125cm,
together with correct sword bayonet with
chequered leather grip scales, lacks
scabbard
£200 - 300
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2353
A 19th Century Kabyle Snaphaunce
Long Gun, the 107cm steel barrel
engraved with tendrils and bearing
traces of gilt at the breech, with brass
and steel action, the wood full stock with
five foliate engraved brass barrel bands,
the swept butt with bone inlay, with wood
ramrod, 146cm
£300 - 400
2354
An Indian Percussion Carbine, the
60cm earlier steel three stage barrel with
reeded and ringed decoration, with later
lock plate, pistol grip wood half stock
with brass fittings and steel ramrod
(made-up)
£70 - 80
2355
A Victorian Tower Three Band
Percussion Musket, the 99cm steel
barrel with various inspector’s markings
and hinged ladder rear sight, the double
line engraved steel lock plate stamped
with crowned VR, 1856/TOWER, the
walnut full stock with steel barrel bands
with spring clips, brass fore-end tip,
trigger guard and butt plate, with steel
sling swivels, leather sling and socket
bayonet (lacks scabbard), 140cm
excluding bayonet
£380 - 450
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2356
A Late 18th Century French Flintlock
Service Musket, the 74cm steel barrel
with indecipherable proof mark, the
rounded lock plate with further markings,
possibly engraved St.Etienne, the walnut
full stock with two steel barrel bands,
one incorporating the ramrod pipe, the
steel trigger guard with ribbed tail, with
steel side plate and butt plate, the
shouldered butt with roundel plug to the
right side, the left side numbered 1462
and with concave cheekpiece, with steel
sling swivel and ramrod, 112cm
£250 - 350
2357
A 19th Century Percussion
Experimental Smoothbore Model of a
Brunswick Rifle by Thomas Potts,
London, the 90.5cm steel barrel with
rear peep sight, the back action lock
plate signed THOMAS POTTS, 1857
and with crowned VR cypher, the walnut
full stock with brass fore-end tip, ramrod
pipes, trigger guard and butt plate, with
steel sling swivels, Lovell’s bayonet bar
and ramrod, 132cm
£500 - 700
2358
An Early 19th Century Stonebow by
Conway of Manchester, the 67cm steel
limb with hinged stirrup sight and double
string, the action with steel signed and
bird engraved hinged peep sight, bird
and foliate engraved trigger guard with
pineapple finial, the walnut stock with
chequered grip, 77cm
£700 - 900
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2359
A Swiss Schmidt-Rubin Model 1889
7.5mm Bolt Action Service Rifle, all
metal parts stamped with Swiss cross
and numbered 180922, with straight pull
bolt, quadrant sight graduated from
300m to 2000m, walnut full stock, the
top of the butt stamped D1+C1 within a
rectangle over A, with detachable box
magazine, bayonet bar, steel sling
swivels, original leather sling and brass
muzzle cap, 131cm
£250 - 350

2362
An American Civil War Burnside
Carbine, 4th Model, the 53.5cm round
barrel stamped CAST STEEL 1862, the
top of the frame stamped BURNSIDE
PATENT MARCH 25 1856 and
numbered 5185, the top of the receiver
numbered 1225, with saddle bar and
ring to the left side, the breech
mechanism with a pivoting centre
section, walnut half stock with steel sling
swivel, 100cm
£600 - 900

2360
A 19th Century Percussion Kentucky
Rifle, the 90cm octagonal steel barrel
engraved J. Coulthard, Natchez, Miss.,
with small plain lock plate, maple full
stock with brass fore-end tip, slightly
recurving trigger guard with set trigger,
brass crescent shape butt plate, the left
side of the butt with silver escutcheon
engraved with an eagle set into the
raised cheekpiece, with a further
escutcheon engraved with original
maker’s name A.F.MACON, with wood
ramrod, 128cm
£400 - 600

2363
A Victorian Martini Henry I.C.1
Artillery Carbine, the 52.5cm steel
barrel with hinged ladder rear sight,
numerous inspector’s markings and War
Department broad arrow, with Sold Out
of Service arrows, the lock plate
stamped with crowned VR/
H.R.B.Co./1894/crowned arrow/I.C.1.,
the walnut full stock with steel fore-end
tip, two barrel bands, with steel clearing
rod, 96cm
£300 - 500

2361
A 19th Century Tower Three Band
Percussion Musket, converted from a
flintlock, with 79.5cm refinished steel
barrel, the lock plate stamped TOWER
across the tail, with crowned GR and
crowned arrow, the walnut full stock with
three barrel bands with indistinct
markings, brass fore-end tip, trigger
guard and butt plate, with two steel sling
swivels, leather sling and steel ramrod,
120cm
£300 - 500
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2364
A French 11mm Model 1874/M.80
Gras Bolt Action Carbine, numbered
56211, the 51cm with hinged rear sight,
stamped T.1879, the left side of the
receiver marked MANUFACTURE
D’ARMES ????, Mle.1874, M80, the
walnut stock with two brass barrel bands
with spring clips, brass trigger guard and
butt plate, two steel sling swivels and
clearing rod, with correct bayonet, the T
section blade engraved Mre. d’Armes de
St.Etienne 1880, with scabbard
£300 - 400
2365
A Swiss Vertelli Model 1878/81 Bolt
Action Rifle, .41 rimfire, the 82cm blued
steel barrel with sprung pin to the barrel
band, the muzzle with bayonet lug to the
barrel band, hinged quadrant rear sight,
the left side of the receiver marked +/
WAFFENFABRIK/ BERN/ 191708/ M:78,
walnut full stock, the top of the butt
stamped D7+C1 within a rectangle, the
blued trigger guard with finger rest, with
curved butt plate, two sling swivels and
cleaning rod, 132cm
£400 - 600
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2366
A Victorian 1859 Snider Enfield .577
Rifle, the steel barrel stamped P
WEBLEY & SON, BIRMINGHAM and
numbered 1400, the hinged block
stamped with broad arrow, SNIDER
PATENT, crowned V, L.A.C. 3, with
hinged ladder rear sight, the lock plate
stamped with crowned VR 1859
ENFIELD, all metal parts are stamped
with what appear to be deactivation
marks, walnut three band stock with
brass fore-end tip, trigger guard and butt
plate, the tang faintly stamped M.G.R.C.,
the steel ramrod stamped 3, with steel
sling swivels and leather sling,137cm,
together with correct but associated
socket bayonet with Farsi markings and
brass mounted leather scabbard
£400 - 600
2367
A Victorian Tower Two Band Artillery
Percussion Carbine, the 63cm steel
barrel with numerous inspector’s
markings, Sold Out of Service arrows
and V rear sight, the lock plate stamped
with crowned VR, 1857/TOWER,
crowned arrow and crowned 32, the
refinished dark wood full stock with steel
barrel bands, brass fore-end tip, trigger
guard and butt plate, with steel ramrod,
104cm, with an associated socket
bayonet (2)
£400 - 500
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2368
A 19th Century Three Band
Percussion Sepoy Musket, with 91cm
round steel barrel, plain lock plate, wood
full stock with brass fore-end tip, barrel
bands, sling swivels, trigger guard and
butt plate, with steel ramrod, 131cm
£100 - 200
2369
A 19th Century Percussion Three
Band Sepoy Musket, the 84cm round
steel barrel stamped BKA122 (AR)54
and with Farsi markings, the wood full
stock with brass barrel bands, trigger
guard, butt plate and hinged patch box,
with steel sling swivels and ramrod,
128cm
£100 - 200
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2370
A Victorian Enfield Two Band
Percussion Cavalry Carbine, the 53cm
steel barrel with faint markings and V
rear sight, the lock plate stamped with
crowned VR, 1859/ENFIELD and
crowned arrow, the walnut full stock with
steel barrel bands - one with sling
swivel, the right side of the butt with
Enfield roundel, with brass fore-end tip,
trigger guard and two piece butt plate,
with steel saddle bar and swivel ramrod,
92cm
£300 - 500
2371
A Victorian Enfield Two Band 1858
Pattern Rifle/Musket, with later blued
finish, the 80cm steel barrel with hinged
ladder rear sight, the lock plate stamped
with crowned VR, 1858.G7./ENFIELD,
crowned arrow, the walnut full stock with
brass fore-end tip, trigger guard and butt
plate, with steel barrel bands, one sling
swivel and ramrod, 121cm
£300 - 400
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Buyer’s Premium
A Buyer’s Premium of 20% of
the Hammer Price, plus VAT,
is payable on each lot.
Condition Reports
We are happy to provide
Condition Reports to
Prospective Buyers, but would
welcome your request as
soon as possible, preferably
at least 48 hours before the
Day of Sale. A Condition
Report is an honest
expression of our opinion, not
a statement of fact and is
provided as a service to the
Seller. We accept no liability
for the opinions expressed in
any Condition Report.
Caveat Emptor
The principle of caveat emptor
applies to the sale of all goods
sold at auction by us.
Furthermore, we have no
control over the condition of
any item offered for sale.
Additional Images
Requests for additional
images of items in the sale
can made up to 48 hours
before the Day of Sale.
Online Bidding
We offer an online bidding
service via our own platform Tennants Live Bidding at
www.tennants.co.uk. Items
purchased via this platform
will be subject to an additional
1.5% commission charge plus
VAT at the prevailing rate. We
also offer online bidding via
www.the-saleroom.com for
prospective buyers who
cannot attend the sale. Items
bought via this platform will be
subject to an additional 4.95%
commission charge plus VAT.
By completing registration on
www.the-saleroom.com and
providing your credit/bank
card details and unless
alternative arrangements are
agreed with us, you;

(a) authorise Tennants, if they
so wish, to charge the
credit/bank card given in
part of full payment,
including all fees, for items
successfully purchased in
the auction via www.thesaleroom.com; and
(b) confirm that you are
authorised to provide
these credit/bank details to
Tennants through
www.the-saleroom.com
and agree that Tennants
are entitled to permit the
shipping of the goods to
the card holder and card
holder address provided in
fulfilment of the sale.
We do not accept any liability
for any losses, however
arising, as a result of a
prospective buyer’s use of
www.the-saleroom.com. Use
of www.the-saleroom.com is
subject to separate terms and
conditions which do not form
part of these conditions.
Telephone Bidding
Requests for telephone
bidding must be registered at
least one hour prior to the
close of the View Day. We
will not accept requests on the
Day of Sale. Telephone Lines
are booked on a first-come,
first-served basis and are
subject to a minimum lot value
of £500 for Fine Art Sales and
£200 for all other sales.
Absentee Bidding
Whilst reasonable endeavours
will be made to execute
absentee bidding up to the
Day of Sale, Tennants will not
be liable for any default or
neglect in connection with this
service. All such
arrangements therefore are
made entirely at the
Prospective Buyer’s risk.

VAT
Value added tax or any
equivalent tax chargeable in
the UK or elsewhere.
Agency
We act as agents for the
Seller, whose details remain
confidential. If you buy at
auction your contract is with
the Seller, not us.
Export/CITES Regulations
Clients intending to
import/export any item derived
from natural history
specimens into/from a nonEuropean country should first
check for any Import/Export
and possession restrictions
prior to bidding/selling.
Certain species are also
subject to CITES regulations
when exporting/importing
these items out of the EU.
CITES regulations are given
on www.ukcites.gov.uk or may
be obtained from:
The Animal and Plant Health
Agency
Centre for International Trade
Horizon House
Deanery Road
Bristol BL1 5AH
wildlife.licensing@apha.gsi.gov.uk
0117 372 3700

Those species that are
covered by the US
Endangered Species Act
(USESA) or The Migratory
Bird Treaty Act (MBTA):
potential US bidders should
check with USF&W (US Fish
and Wildlife Services) for
trade/possession restrictions
in the US prior to bidding.
Picture Descriptions
The forename(s) (or asterisks
where not known) and
surname of the artist
indicates, in our opinion, a
work by the artist named.
The initials of the forename(s)
and the surname of the artist
indicates in our opinion a work
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of the period of the artist
which may be wholly or in part
his work.
The following terms apply in
our determination of a picture
description:
(a) “Attributed to” - is in our
opinion probably a work by
the artist.
(b) “Studio of” - is in our
opinion a work from the
studio of the artist which
may or may not have been
executed under his
direction.
(c) “Circle of” - is in our
opinion a work of the
period of the artist
executed under his
immediate influence.
(d) “Follower of” - is in our
opinion a work by a painter
working in the artist’s style,
contemporary or nearly
contemporary, but not
necessarily his pupil.
(e) “Manner of” - is in our
opinion a work in a style
related to that of the artist,
but of a later date.
(f) “School accompanied by
the name of a place or
country and a date” means that in our opinion
the picture was executed at
that time and in that
location; e.g. Flemish
School, 17th century.
(g) “After” - an artist is in our
opinion a copy of any date
after a work by that artist.
(h) “Signed and/or dated
and/or inscribed means
that in our opinion the
signature and/or date
and/or inscription” - are
from the hand of the artist.
(i) “Bears signature and/or
dated and or inscription
means that in our opinion
the artist’s name and/or
date and/or inscription” have been added by
another hand.
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(j) All references to signature,
inscriptions and dates refer
to the present state of the
work.
(k) Dimensions are given
height before width and do
not include the frame.
(l) Pictures are framed unless
otherwise stated.
Droit de Suite/Artists’
Resale Rights
All items in this catalogue that
are marked with “✓” are
potentially qualifying items,
and the royalty charge (set
out below) will apply if the
Hammer Price is more than
the UK sterling equivalent of
€1,000. The royalty charge
will be added to purchase
invoices, and must be paid
before items can be cleared.
All royalty charges are paid to
either the Design and Artists
Copyright Society (“DACS”) or
the Artists’ Collecting Society
(“ACS”) by the auctioneers,
and no handling costs or
additional fees with respect to
these changes will be retained
by the auctioneer.
From 14 February 2006
United Kingdom art market
professionals (which includes
auctioneers) are required to
collect a royalty payment for
all works of art that have been
produced by living artists, and
those who have died within
the last 70 years. This
payment is calculated on
qualifying works of art which
are sold for a Hammer Price
more that the UK sterling
equivalent of €1,000 (the UK
sterling equivalent will
fluctuate in line with prevailing
exchange rates). It is the
responsibility of the Buyer to
acquaint themselves with the
actual Euro to UK sterling
exchange rate on the Day of
Sale. The actual qualifying
threshold will be calculated by
the “Artist’s Resale Right
Service Hub” based on the
“European Central Bank”
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reference rate published at
2.15pm on the Day of Sale
and can be found on
www.dacs.org.uk The royalty
charge for qualifying items
which achieve a Hammer
Price of more than the UK
sterling equivalent of €1,000
is as follows:
Up to €50,000 - 4%
€50,000.01 to €200,000 - 3%
€200,000.01 to €350,000 - 1%
€350,000.01 to €500,000 - 0.5%
Exceeding €500,000 - 0.25%

For further information please
visit www.dacs.org.uk or
www.artistscollectingsociety.org.

There is no VAT payable on
this royalty charge.
Coloured Stones
It should be noted that
gemstones are often treated
to improve their appearance.
Heating, for instance, can
intensify the colour or
transparency of sapphires and
rubies, whilst oiling can
improve the clarity of
emeralds. The international
jewellery trade generally
accepts these methods.
Once heated, the colour
enhancement is permanent,
though there may be some
effect on the durability of the
gemstone in question. Once
a gemstone has been oiled,
the process may need to be
repeated in the future to
maintain the clarity.
Watches
All Lots are sold as seen, and
the absence of any reference
to the condition of a watch
does not imply the lot is in
good condition and without
defects, repairs or
restorations. Most watches
have been repaired in the
course of their normal lifetime
and may now incorporate
parts not original to them. We
do not undertake any
inspection of any watches
prior to any Sale. We make
no representation or warranty
that any watch is in working
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order. As watches often
contain fine and complex
mechanisms, Prospective
Buyers should be aware that
a general service, change of
battery or further repair work,
for which they are solely
responsible, may be
necessary.
Vehicles/Motorbikes
All lots are sold as seen. We
do not accept any
responsibility for any
repairs/defects or restorations
of any such item. We have
not carried out inspections or
testing on such items and the
absence of any reference to
the condition of a vehicle or
motorcycle does not imply it is
in good condition. We make
no representation of warranty
as to any condition of any
vehicle or motorcycle.
Post 1950 Furniture
Some furniture offered in the
sale (as applicable) was not
originally intended for use in a
private home and will be sold
under the category “works of
art”. It is possible that some
furniture does not comply with
the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire)(Safety) Regulations
1989 and, for this reason,
should not be used in a
private home or reupholstered. We do not
provide any warranty or
guarantee as to the safety of
such furniture or the
compliance with the Furniture
and Furnishings (Fire)
(Safety) Regulations 1989.
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Books
Whilst reasonable endeavours
are used to describe items
accurately, Lots are sold with
all faults, imperfections and
errors of description.
However, if upon collation,
any book sold as an individual
item, is found to lack text
pages or illustrations, the
same may be returned to
Tennants within seven days of
the Day of Sale with a written
description of the defect.
This shall not apply to the lack
of blank leaves, half-titles,
lists of plates, imprimatur,
receipts, errata or adverts, nor
to the presence of staining,
foxing, annotation, worm
holes and shaving, or defects
to bindings, nor to the lack of
subsequent published
volumes, supplements or
appendices.
Please note, the following
items are sold with no right of
return:
books sold in multiple,
whether named or otherwise;
atlases;
maps;
manuscripts;
periodicals;
postcards;
and ephemera.

Method of Payment
Payment is accepted by cash
up to £8,000, debit or credit
card, cheque or bank transfer.
Card payments where the
card holder is not present will
only be accepted for
transactions up to £500.
Payment can be made and
purchases collected during
the auction.
All accounts must be settled
within 14 days of the sale.
Accounts not paid within 14
days will automatically be
subject to an interest charge
of 5% above base rate from
the day of sale.
Collection
All purchases much be
collected from our Leyburn
offices, unless stated
otherwise, within seven days
of the Sale (Monday to Friday
8.30am to 5.00pm).
Despatch/Delivery
Buyers may appoint their own
shippers or use one of our
preferred suppliers for all UK
deliveries and international
shipping. Their contact details
are as follows:
Bradleys Antique Packing
Services Ltd
01325 281332
info@antiquepacking.co.uk
Bridgefields
01748 85060
info@bridgefields.co.uk
Carrs Carriers Ltd
01423 297088
01913 077024
carrscarriersltd@gmail.com
Mailboxes Etc
0113 242 8715
info@mbeleedscity.co.uk
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